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I. Introduction

What is a skill? We say that a plumber is skilled at plumbing, an engineer is skilled at design. Just what do we mean? One dictionary [Note 1] says:

"The ability to use one's knowledge effectively and readily in execution or performance"

"A learned power of doing a thing competently"

An important property of a skill is thus effectiveness. It wouldn't be enough to memorize all of the facts in the plumber's handbook, even if that could be done. The knowledge would not then be in an effective, usable form. One becomes skilled at plumbing by practice. Without practice it doesn't all hang together. When faced with a problem, a novice attacks it slowly and awkwardly, painfully having to reason out each step, and often making expensive and time-consuming mistakes.

Thus the skill, plumbing, is more than just the information in the plumber's handbook; it is the unwritten knowledge derived from practice which ties the written knowledge together, making it usable.

Just what is this unwritten knowledge? How is a skilled person different from a knowledgeable, unskilled one?
What is the process by which a person develops a skill through practice?

The research reported in this document is an attempt to provide these questions with precise, mechanistic answers by the construction of a computational performance model, a computer program which exhibits behavior identifiable with skill acquisition. The computer program [Note 2] is HACKFR, a problem solver whose performance improves with practice.

A theory of problem-solving:

A skilled person, when attacking a problem in his domain of competence, first tries to classify the problem into a subclass for which he has a solution method. If he cannot so classify the problem, he must make up a solution for this case, but he is still ahead of an unskilled competitor in that he knows a variety of traps to avoid and possesses the ability to apply his skill to subproblems generated by this problem. If the new problem has sufficiently clear structure, it may be possible for the problem solver to abstract or generalize this structure and thus improve his skill. If he runs into any new pitfalls, these too are abstracted, classified, and remembered. If a standard solution method fails on a new problem for which it is expected to work, the method may be changed to accommodate the new problem.
How HACKER embodies this theory:

HACKER, when applied to a problem in the Blocks World [Note 3], immediately checks to see if he has a program in his Answer Library whose applicability pattern matches the problem statement. If so, he uses that answer. If not, he writes a program (using more general knowledge of the Blocks World and of programming techniques) which will solve this problem when executed. HACKER can use subroutines in his Answer Library to solve specific subproblems. He also knows some pitfalls to look out for in writing Blocks World programs. If the program produced (and the description of the problem) can be generalized to cover a class of similar problems, it is added to the Answer Library. If any "bugs" are encountered in the new program (or any subroutine being used) they are corrected and, if possible, the structure of the bug is abstracted and remembered.

From this point of view, a skill is a library of generalized answer procedures indexed by descriptions of the problem types for which they are appropriate, along with methods of building new procedures from these, using special knowledge of bug types likely to be encountered for avoiding bugs and fixing those which materialize.

A note to the reader:

As you probably have noticed, I consider the previous parallelism truly fundamental. I often wax anthropomorphic because I believe that HACKER represents how people use knowledge to do and learn. I refer to HACKER as "he" and
say such things as "he knows" or "he notices". In these statements I am not trying to imply that the detailed mechanisms in HACKER reflect analogous mechanisms in people, but rather that the development of HACKER was guided by introspection on my own problem solving behavior along the lines of this parallelism.

Skill Acquisition and Problem Solving

I would say that a problem solver displays skill acquisition ability if it can:

1. Assimilate new knowledge of the problem domain;

2. Extend its ability to satisfy a request to new situations where such a request has not been previously encountered;

3. Learn to satisfy new types of requests; in such a way that after some (perhaps large) initial effort the new features can be efficiently used in the solution of further problems.

Consider, for example, our plumber. He is presented with the information that a new material, Lexan, is being supplied for pipes, and that Lexan pipes have proved superior to metal pipes for certain applications. We would expect that after working with some Lexan pipes he would soon become competent at deciding when Lexan pipes are applicable, and how they are to be cut, joined, installed,
and repaired. This integration of the new knowledge about Lexan into his overall knowledge framework illustrates facet 1 (above) of skill acquisition ability.

Suppose he is asked to install a sink in a room with interior brick walls, though he has only previously operated on plaster walls (illustrating facet 2 — above). We would expect him to spend a long time on the job. He would have to learn how to drill holes in brick, and how to cover them. He might even botch a whole wall in the process. He would not have to modify his overall strategy of sink installation; he would just have to learn how to manipulate bricks as he would manipulate plaster.

Finally, suppose our plumber is asked to install a urinal, a new kind of request which he has never before encountered. He needs to learn how to plan the placement of the pipes leading to a urinal, as this differs from the placement of pipes for a sink, a commode, or a shower. His basic skills, however, of general pipe routing, joining, and cutting etc. will certainly be a useful basis for the procedure he will develop for installing urinals.

Our plumber becomes skilled at plumbing by going through an apprenticeship in which he is confronted with a series of increasingly more complex problems, each of which builds on the skills developed by former problems or points out some modification or generalization of these skills. It is thus to be expected that a skill-acquiring problem solver
must also be trained by being led through a similarly planned training sequence in which a graded sequence of problems is posed, each building on already developed skills or pointing out some need to generalize or modify them. How then do we build an extensible efficient problem solver?

The Problem of Efficiency vs. Extensibility:

Historically, problem solvers have fallen naturally into two classes (though we rarely see the pure form of either class). There are the "experts", which are huge, nearly incomprehensible systems which achieve impressive results in a narrow field but are difficult to extend. These systems are written by expert programmers who are also experts in the narrow field for which the program is written. In this class we find DENDRAL <Fuchanan 1969>, SHRDLU <Winograd 1971>, Greenblatt’s Chess Program <Greenblatt 1967>, and MACSYMA <Popen 1973>. The other class of problem solvers, the "generalists", claims generality of applicability and easy extensibility. In this class we find such programs as QA3 <Green 1969a,b> and GPS <Newell 1959>. Typically a generalist applies a uniform procedure which massages a uniformly represented data-base which is high in declarative and low in imperative content. (The resulting system is usually "complete", in some mathematical sense.) Generalists, however, solve few interesting problems — for two reasons. First, they are
plagued by combinatorial explosion. That is, as the number of data-base facts is increased the performance declines precipitously, even on problems that were solvable in the smaller data-base. Second, the language used to represent knowledge in these systems — often some form of predicate calculus — is extremely weak in expressivity thus making it very difficult to formalize the statements of problems.

Of course, one might argue that the LISP interpreter is a "uniform procedure which massages uniformly represented data". Thus, since most of the "expert" programs cited are written in LISP the classification proposed is useless. This misses the point. The data massaged by the LISP interpreter is extremely high in imperative content; indeed, it is a program.

In a sense, the first class of problem solver is too complex to be understood and the second class is too simple to work. The experts have good performance but lack extensibility and the generalists are (perhaps) extensible but have unacceptable performance. How can we combine the desirable features of each class of problem solver? What are the organizational characteristics of each type of problem solver which contribute to the features desired?

The expert program offers performance. I claim that the performance is due to the procedural representation of knowledge in the expert. For each kind of problem it knows how to solve, a procedure is available which, when interpreted, performs the required manipulations in a directed way. It implicitly "knows" (embedded in the structure of the procedure by the programmer) the correct
sequence to perform, including the order of steps and how to avoid or fix destructive interactions between them. It knows to set up for steps that will later need some condition to be true by prior execution of steps which achieve the required prerequisites. An expert program is a fully developed "Answer Library".

The generalist program is said to be extensible. It can "easily" assimilate a new fact (though the new fact may be very difficult to express). In a predicate calculus theorem prover like QA3, the data-base consists of a set of true propositions. Knowledge expressed as true propositions is additive in that any new true proposition can be added to the data-base without changing any previously resident proposition. Thus we see that the desirable feature, extensibility, is the result of modularity of the knowledge. Modularity, however, in a less extreme form, means locality of interaction. The feature we desire is that the addition of a new fact to the knowledge base of the system should not require a massive edit of the old information. Knowledge, which is at best additive, should be at worst only locally interactive.

Now, the bind we are in should begin to reveal itself. The efficiency of procedural representation is a result of interaction! Sequencing, setting up, cleaning up, interfacing — the very essence of the procedural concept which provides the sense of direction which the generalist
lacks, and thus the performance of the expert, but destroys its modularity — are the specifications of the interactions between components of knowledge. We see that the expert is efficient because it is not modular! No wonder it is difficult to build an efficient and extensible problem solver!

Is the situation hopeless? I think not. One way around the difficulty is to store the knowledge in two different forms: A modular representation, for communication with the user of the problem solver, and a highly interwoven and thus efficient procedural representation for performance. This, of course, requires a method of translation from the modular form to the efficient procedural representation of the knowledge. In common speech, one who performs such a transformation is a programmer. We see that we need a programmer component in a problem solver which features an extensible knowledge base and efficient performance. The programmer also buys us an extensible command language. After all, we can always ask our programmer to implement a new feature...

Evolutionary Programming:

It seems that we need an "automatic programmer" [Note 4] as a component of an extensible, efficient problem solver. Many people working on automatic program synthesis expect that a system can be built which will, given a
description of the problem to be solved, synthesize a "correct" program [Note 5]. I believe that this approach is a mistake. In real situations the complete specification of a problem is unknown, and what we really see happening is an evolutionary process. The sloppily formulated problem is given to the programmers, who produce a concrete realization. The users then complain about those properties of the realization which do not reflect their needs. This process iterates until the users are satisfied. As the users debug their ideas of what they need, the programmers debug their programs. At no point in this process do either the users or the programmers believe that they fully understand the problem. The iteration usually doesn't terminate because the users continue to evolve new ideas and requirements; so the programs must continually undergo revision due to "bugs" resulting from a misunderstanding of or changing of intent. This remains true even in the case where the users are the programmers. Consider how difficult it would be to completely specify an unwritten time-sharing system or compiler. It is monstrously difficult to precisely document even running systems. If this weren't enough, what would we do about a program to understand English or play chess? I believe that the only hope of producing a useful automatic program synthesizer lies in capturing the concept of program evolution. In the evolutionary approach, if a program is to be extended to
satisfy a new type of request, the new feature is implemented by building on previously constructed components or subroutines. If an old feature is to be extended to a new situation the code which implements that feature is modified to take into account the newly imposed requirements. If a new piece of knowledge of the problem domain is to be included then the relevant parts of the existing program are dissected out and patched appropriately.

The advantages of such a scheme are manifold. First, there is the efficiency of using old subroutines in new features, so that we don't have to re-invent the wheel for each new vehicle type. Second, when trying to extend an old feature to a new situation, we can try the old feature on the new situation, and see how it fails. This focuses attention on the source of the difficulty, lowering the problem complexity. Thus, we extend existing code to new situations by "debugging" the cause of failure in the new situations. The old code serves as a "plan" for the new code. Not only are we saved from re-inventing the wheel but if new information becomes available which improves the wheel, any program which uses the wheel subroutine will benefit from the improvement.

This scheme has a major disadvantage, as well. At no time does the programmer step back from the local patching and fixing to discover a better organization. This is a
major problem which I have not attacked.

Debugging, then, is an important aspect of programming, and evolutionary programming is a natural paradigm for skill acquisition. But debugging is even a bigger and more powerful idea than that. It is important in other kinds of learning, as well. Winston's system [Note 6] for learning descriptions of simple structures suitable for recognition may be viewed as a "theory" debugger. Indeed, Winston's description nets may be considered theories of the structures they describe. A description net has a "bug" if it matches a scene which it shouldn't or vice versa. A bug is fixed by "patching" the description net. Thus debugging is an important concept in generalization from examples.

The idea of thinking of bugs as important concepts rather than unmentionable pests may seem surprising. But we suspect that isolating and systematizing them may become as important in psychology as classifying interactions has become in physics! (See <Minsky 1970>, section 3.)
II. The Scenario

A. At this point please notice an important structural property of this document: This chapter, the Scenario, is critical to the entire document. Its examples are basic to most of the succeeding chapters. The Scenario is an annotated conversation with HACKER, putting him through his paces. In this chapter you are not to expect to understand how HACKER accomplishes his tasks, but rather just what he does accomplish. The succeeding chapters will, in detail, examine the structure of HACKER and the method by which each step is accomplished. Thus the Scenario is a living index to the remaining chapters and holds this entire document together.

B. In the text that follows we will encounter various scenes in the Blocks World, containing a table and various blocks. The primitives for moving objects allow that only one object be moved at a time; thus an object to be moved must have no other objects on it. The movement primitives also require that no two blocks occupy the same place at the same time. If either of these two conditions is violated by a HACKER program, an error condition is the result. All errors transfer control to the debugging routines in HACKER.
C. In the text a distinction is made between the program-manipulating (writing/debugging) part of HACKER and the programs manipulated. The program manipulated is often called the performance program, and the manipulator is often referred to (somewhat imprecisely) as HACKER.

D. The Scenario is broken up into sections in which a particular concept is being learned, and subdivided into problems, the specific situation and command which HACKER is given. Each scene is set up by the trainer before the problem statement is given, so a problem really is the combination of the scene and the problem statement. Thus HACKER is really being asked: "In this situation how would you ...?". The Scenario is, however, a continuous training sequence, so any general principles learned are retained throughout the rest of the Scenario.
The Scenario

Section 1: Learning about CLEARTOP

Initially, HACKER has no performance programs other than the Blocks World primitives. These, however, are sufficient for the first problem. We set up the scene:

\[ \begin{array}{c} A \ \ B \\ \hline \text{TABLE} \end{array} \]

Problem 1.1: (MAKE (CN A B))

Without hesitation, HACKER performs the movement required to achieve the goal. The scene now looks like:

\[ \begin{array}{c} A \\ B \\ \hline \text{TABLE} \end{array} \]

I now introduce a new object, C:
Problem 1.2: (MAKE (CN B C))

This time the performance program fails because it is just a call to a primitive and cannot move F without moving A. The angry primitive delivers an error message. The program manipulator receives the error message and computes a patch to the performance program which, when rerun, now works:

A is put on the TABLE

B is placed on C

The world now looks like:

What has been learned? Consider:
Problem 1.3: (MAKE (CN C A))

Now, with no hesitation, the program resulting from 1.2 puts F on the table, then puts C on A, as required. This results in:

```
C
A
B
```

TABLE

HACKER has learned the skill of putting one object on another when the first has something on it. Put that's not all! Consider the new scene:

```
E
C
D
A
B
```

TABLE

Problem 1.4: (MAKE (CN A B))
The performance program written in 1.2 solves this problem, too, without modification or error! The patch made was sufficiently general:

Steps: Wants to put A on B
Notices C, D on A
Puts C on TABLE
Wants to put D on TABIF
Notices E on D
Puts F on TABLE
Puts D on TABLE
Puts A on B

This results in:
Section 2: Learning that ON-chains must be built from the bottom up.

Consider the scene with 3 blocks - A, B, and C:

```
[ ] [ ] [ ]
A   B   C
```

**Problem 2.1:** (MAKE (AND (ON A B) (ON B C)))

In the absence of any known caveat, HACKER's general programming knowledge assumes that conjunctive subgoals can be achieved sequentially and independently, a good first-order theory. The initial program thus:

**Step 1:** Puts A on B
**Step 2:** Wants to put B on C

Notices A on B (as learned in section 1)

    Puts A on TABLE

HACKER watches his program run and at this point realizes that there is a bug because step 2 requires undoing the result of step 1. HACKER analyzes the bug and, as a result, interchanges the steps, resets the scene, and reruns the program. The second version works: B is put on C, then A on
D. The resulting 3-tower looks like:

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{A} \\
\text{B} \\
\text{C}
\end{array}
\]

Not only is this bug fixed, the program patched, and this problem solved; but HACKER will not fall into this trap again! The structure of this bug is abstracted and remembered so that:

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
\text{A} & \text{B} & \text{C} & \text{D}
\end{array}
\]

Problem 2.2: (MAKE (AND (ON A B) (ON C D) (ON B C)))

Now HACKER will write a program to build this 4-high tower correctly the first time using the caveat learned in Problem 2.1.

The kind of knowledge learned in this section is different from the kind learned in section 1. Whereas in 1 a library routine was improved in generality, in 2 a general
principle about Flocks programming was learned.
Section 3: Learning about space allocation.

The primitive block movers can place an object only in a free (empty) place. What do we do about making free space when there isn't any? First consider:

```
  A
 / \
 B   
```

**TABLE**

**Problem 3.1: (MAKE (ON C B))**

This problem is solved immediately because there is space for C on B to the right of A:

```
  A | C
 / |  
 B  
```

**TABLE**

By the way, if there is a choice, the place chooser will always choose the middle of a block to put another on. Suppose we have:
Problem 7.2: (MAKE (ON C B))

This time the performance program fails because there is not enough room on B for C. (NB This is not the same problem as 1.2. In 1.2 the difficulty was that the object to be moved had something on it. Here, there is not enough room on the specified surface to accommodate it.) The angry primitive delivers an error message. The program manipulator receives the error message and computes, from more general knowledge about space, a patch to the performance program, which when rerun now:

Pushes A to the left on B
Puts C on B

This results in:
Suppose we now introduce D:

Problem 3.3: (MAKE (CN D B))

The strategy used in 3.2 (call it "compacting") doesn't work here — there is no place to push A or C. Another strategy, call it "flushing", is found, which removes objects until there is enough space. The program is patched so that, if compacting fails to free up enough space, then flushing is tried. In this case HACKER:

Removes C from B and places it on the TABLE
Puts D on B (where C was)
Now the world looks like:

```
A     D
B
C
```

Sometimes we want a problem solved with certain restrictions on how it is to be solved. Suppose in the current scene we want HACKER to \((\text{MAKE} \ (\text{ON} \ C \ B))\) without allowing him to remove A. We stipulate this by:

**Problem 3.4**: \((\text{PROTECT} \ (\text{ON} \ A \ P))\)

\[(\text{MAKE} \ (\text{ON} \ C \ B))\]

HACKER will find, as above, that he cannot push anything over, so either A or D has to go. But we have forced A to remain, so D is flushed and C is placed where D was.

HACKER has been trained to try compacting before flushing — a non-optimal strategy. Consider the scene:
Problem 7.5: (PROTECT (ON C F))
(MAKE (ON D B))

HACKER first tries compacting. Only C has open space on its left, so C is pushed to the middle of B. There is still not enough space for D or B. Next, HACKER tries flushing A to make space for D. This cannot help because C is still blocking the middle of B and C cannot be flushed. Things are not allowed to get this far, however. As A is being moved HACKER notices that C suddenly has space on its left again! So the compactness of the top of B has been violated by removing A. As in Scenario section 2 an analysis indicates that the flushing strategy must be tried before compacting is tried, if best results are to be expected. The interchange is made and the new version wins:

A is removed from B and placed on the Table
D is placed on B
This results in:

A new scene is needed for problem 3.6:

Problem 3.6: \[(\text{PROTECT (ON C P)})\]
\[(\text{MAKE (ON A B)})\]

Since C cannot be flushed, it must be pushed over. But C has D on it and the physics of the Blocks World requires that D must be removed before C is pushed. (Only one object can be moved at a time.) The initial PUSH program, like the initial ON program, does not consider this. Thus it fails for the same reason that the initial ON program failed in 1.2.
HACKER notices the similarity and extracts the patch to CN made in 1.2, subroutinizes it, and replaces the patch by a subroutine call. He also patches PUSH with a call to the same routine. The program now works. It puts D on the table, pushes C over, and puts A down on B, resulting in:

![Diagram](image)

TABLE
Section 4: Simultaneous spatial allocation.

We set up the scene:

```
  A  B  C
  TABLE
```

Problem 4.1: (MAKE (AND (ON A C) (ON B C)))

As in problem 2.1 HACKER writes a program which achieves the goals sequentially and independently:

Step 1: Puts A on middle of C
Step 2: Puts B on C

As learned in 3.2, step 2 must push A rather than remove it because step 1 protected A on C.

HACKER watches his program run and is disturbed by the fact that A was moved twice in the same problem. (This is a piece of "esthetic" knowledge.) From this he learns a new caveat: If more than one object is to be placed on another object, a plan must first be made for where they are to go. A patch is made to implement the fix and the program is rerun. The result is:
To see what HACKER has learned, consider the scene:

Problem 4.2: (MAKE (AND (ON A D) (ON B D) (ON C D)))

How does HACKER do the problem this time? He writes a program which takes into account the interdependence of the subgoals learned in 4.1. The result is a 4-step program:

Step 1: Plans where to put A, B, and C on D
Step 2: Places A on D as planned.
Step 3: Places B on D as planned.
Step 4: Places C on D as planned.

Now the blocks get placed correctly the first time:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table**
Section 5: Showing Off

This last problem brings together all the skills developed so far:

![Diagram of a table with objects A, E, D, F, C, and B arranged]

Problem 5: \( \text{MAKE (AND (ON D A) (ON B E) (ON A E) (ON C E) (ON F D)))} \)

HACKER now writes a program which works immediately:

**Step 1:** A plan is made for the top of E

F is placed on the table

**Step 2:** A is placed on E

D is placed on the TABLE

**Step 3:** B is placed on E

C is placed on the TABLE

**Step 4:** C is placed on E

**Step 5:** D is placed on A

**Step 6:** F is placed on D
The result looks like:

```
+---+---+
| F |   |
+---+---+
    |   |
+---+---+
| D |   |
+---+---+
    | B |
+---+---+
| A | C |
+---+---+
    | E |
+---+---+
  +---+---+
  | TABLE |
  +---+---+
```
III. Overview of HACKER

Before entering the detailed discussion of how HACKER attacks the Scenario, it is appropriate to stand back and look at his overall structure. In this way we will establish a vocabulary of HACKER's anatomy and some idea of the various functions and interconnections of his parts.

Please turn to figure 1. In this "flow diagram" HACKER has been broken up into some parts that we will refer to throughout the text. Polygons represent computations and circles represent bodies of knowledge. Control flows along the solid arrows and data flows along the dotted arrows. (Many of the divisions are purely conceptual and do not really represent segmentation of the actual program. The bodies of knowledge are, for example, all uniformly represented as items and methods in a CONNIVFR data-base [Note 7]. The diagram is incomplete in that only major paths are shown.)

HACKER accepts commands, i.e., problems to be solved, from the user. A problem is stated to HACKER as a pattern, such as (MAKE (ON A P)). What is then done with the problem? First HACKER asks himself: "Do I know how to solve problems of this general kind?". That is, is the problem, as stated, an example of a generalized problem for which a generalized method of solution is known? Specifically, is there a program in the Answer Library whose
pattern of applicability matches the problem (has the problem as a substitution instance)? Thus, for example, the program:

```
(TO (MAKE (ON a b))
   step 1
   step 2
   step 3
   ...)
```

would match the problem statement. Here we see a convention used in this document. Pattern matching syntax is exceedingly complex (for good reasons). However the fine points of pattern matching are usually irrelevant to the essential ideas displayed. In this document precision will be sacrificed for legibility wherever possible, by simplifying the pattern matching syntax so that variables will be distinguished from constants by giving them lower-case names. Variable instances which are syntactically distinguished in the real HACKER, only for some uninteresting subtlety, will appear here identically. For more complete discussions of pattern matching see [Note 8].

Another thing to note is that the atoms MAKE, ON, A, B are all just abstract pattern symbols. They have no a priori meaning to the HACKER-structure, but are defined by their use in the various knowledge bodies. The reader should be able to infer their meanings from context. We will meet other symbols which do have a priori meaning. TO,
for example, is the definition syntax for an Answer. Others will be explained as they appear.

Suppose that an appropriate program is found in the Answer Library. It is then run (interpreted step by step). The running of an answer may cause subproblems to be generated, initiating a recursive call to HACKER (not shown in the figure; boxes which can initiate such recursive calls are marked with a star). If the program is successfully executed, HACKER returns control to the user. The user can then supply another problem, or if he is unhappy with the result, he can tell HACKER to restore the state (of HACKER and his world) to the one prevailing before the last command was executed, and rerun the last problem in CAREFUL mode — in which HACKER is careful to check everything he does. As described so far, HACKER is a pattern-directed problem-solving interpreter like PLANNER [Note 9]. This is fine as long as everything is working correctly, but what happens when either

1. There is no method in the Answer Library matching the problem statement?

or

2. The method fetched fails to operate correctly in the prevailing problem environment?

HACKER is a computer programmer! If he doesn’t have code available to solve a problem he writes some, and if any of his programs fail to operate correctly, he debugs them.
Consider the first kind of problem, that there is no known method for solving the problem given. Control passes to the program proposer (often referred to as the code-writer or code-builder) which, using information about the problem domain (found in the Blocks World Knowledge Library) and about generalized programming technique (found in the Programming Techniques Library), proposes a program to solve the problem. Usually there are several possible ways of writing a program to solve a particular problem. The program proposer attempts to select the most specific plan available (as measured by a fairly gross syntactic criterion). If that eventually fails (it may be undebuggable or unrefinable) more general methods are tried until one is found to be usable. Thus, the program proposer contains an implicit combinatorial search. In the discussion I will only show the ultimately successful paths. The program proposed to solve a particular problem may be entirely new, or it may be just a reorganization of previously written code. For example, code written to solve some previous problem may be generalized to work in the current case. Thus new subroutines may be formed and placed in the Answer Library. All code written by HACKER is extensibly commented in HACKER’s Notebook for debugging and future subroutinization.

The proposed program is then passed to a criticizer, which checks to see if the program proposer has fallen into
any of the known traps. If a potential bug is found, a patch is concocted to prevent it. The patch is commented in HACKER's Notebook and the program is recriticized. If no potential bugs are found, the new code is then passed to the interpreter for running (all new code is run CAREFULLy).

Suppose a piece of code is run and a bug becomes manifest (it was overlooked by the criticizer). A call is made to the error system, which analyzes the situation in light of general knowledge about the types of bugs that can occur. The bug is classified. In some cases, where excess caution was applied and we have a false alarm, the program is continued at the point of interruption. In other cases, it is a known type of bug for which a patch can be made, and sometimes abstracted (summarized as a critic) so that it will not be overlooked at criticism time in the future. If the bug cannot be classified it is called an Anomalous Situation for which HACKER proceeds in a special mode.

Underlying this whole mechanism is a classical (PLANNER-like) pattern-directed problem solver. What we are looking at, the HACKER-Structure, is the mechanism by which the search is directed, and by which the results of search, both success and failure, are where possible generalized and summarized for future use. This is the mechanism by which skill is acquired.
This organization, the HACKER-Structure, has an important virtue: The knowledge of the Flocks World is not spread uniformly throughout the system. In the initial (unskilled) state of HACKER, specific Blocks World information is contained only in some primitives in the Answer Library and in some definitions and facts contained in the Blocks World Knowledge Library. As HACKER practices (and becomes more skilled) the Answer Library, HACKER's Notebook, and the Critics' Gallery come to contain a deeply intertwined mess of Flocks World Knowledge and Programming Knowledge. The initial programming knowledge — as contained in the bodies of knowledge — Programming Techniques Library, Types of Bugs, Types of Critics, and Types of Patches — as well as the structure of HACKER, is generally applicable to any problem domain (though it is sufficiently complete only for a world as simple as the Blocks World). Thus HACKER possesses a very strong kind of generality: The problem domain is independent of the problem-solving mechanism. HACKER can therefore be applied to other domains without modification, though the Programming Techniques Library, Types of Bugs, Types of Critics, and Types of Patches would certainly have to be extended.
IV. Scenario Section 1 Explained

In problem 1.1 HACKER examined his Answer Library for a subroutine whose pattern of applicability matches the problem statement:

\[(\text{MAKE (ON A B)})\]

He finds a subroutine which matches:

\[(\text{TO (MAKE (ON a b)})\]
\[(\text{PUTON a b)})\]

This subroutine is just a call to the primitive block-moving subroutine PUTON which puts the object a (the value of variable a), on the surface b (the top of any flat object is a surface), provided that there is nothing on a and there is a place for a on b. Thus, when this answer is run, it successfully solves problem 1.1.

This subroutine we dredged out of the Answer Library must be understandable by HACKER, for debugging. Thus HACKER must be able to comment it, and its parts. Special structures are provided to supply the program and its parts with names for use in comments. In this case we see that the program is given the name MAKE-ON and the first (and only) step is named MO1:
(TO (MAKE (ON a b))
   (HPROG MAKE-ON
      (LINE M01 (PUTON a b))))

For the sake of clarity I will often leave out these syntactic details when they are irrelevant to the discussion.

PACKER's Notebook contains some initial comments about this program:

(GOAL MAKE-ON (MAKE (ON a b)))

(PURPOSE M01 (MAKE (ON a b)) MAKE-ON)

These are not very exciting, but such comments can be very important.

In problem 1.2, this simple program cannot work because A is on B so B cannot be moved by PUTON (only one object can be moved by a primitive!). The problem, (MAKE (ON B C)), however, matches the applicability pattern of MAKE-ON so it is tried. The bug is manifest in PUTON who complains:

(BUG UNSATISFIED-PREREQUISITE (NOT (ON A B)))

It is saying: "I cannot do my job because A is on B." This calls the debugging mechanism, specifically a program for UNSATISFIED-PREREQUISITE type bugs, which attempts to classify the bugs into subclasses which determine the kind
of action to be taken. The subclassification is based solely upon the structure of the process in which the bug occurred, and not on any properties of the problem domain. Details of bug classification, and what I mean by the structure of the process, are made clear in Chapter IX, Types of Bugs. The bug classifier decides that this is a bug of the form PREREQUISITE-MISSING (an UNSATISFIED-PREREQUISITE might, for example, be caused by the prerequisite being clobbered).

Just what is the generalized prerequisite which is missing, and how should it be patched? Looking up the stack, HACKER finds the line, M01, that the bug appeared in. The code for that line is (PUTON a b). He then does a pattern-directed search of the data-base looking for prerequisites of (PUTON a b). One such statement is explicitly in the Blocks World Knowledge Library:

(FACT (PREREQUISITE (PUTON x y) (PLACE-FOR x y)))

Is this the guilty party? A subproblem is generated (which requires code to be written to answer it; we will ignore this detail):

(TEST (PLACE-FOR a b))
This test returns TRUE, there is a place on b=C for a=E. So this cannot be the problem. Looking more deeply, HACKER finds:

\[
(\text{FACT (PREREQUISITE exp (CLEARTOP obj))} \\
(\text{HAVE } () (\text{MOVES exp obj})))
\]

which says, "An expression has the prerequisite (CLEARTOP obj) if its execution will move that object." But HACKER knows that the primitive PUTON moves things:

\[
(\text{FACT (MOVFS (PUTON x y) x)})
\]

Hence, another subproblem is generated to see if this is the culprit (also writing code to answer it):

\[
(\text{TEST (CLEARTOP a)})
\]

But (CLEARTOP a) where a=B is false so this must be the bug-causing prerequisite. (If none can be found, something strange is happening, see XIV, Anomalous Situations.) The bug is finally classified:

\[
(\text{PREREQUISITE-MISSING MAKE-ON M01 (CLEARTOP a)})
\]

How is the bug to be fixed? The bug description (above) from the classifier is sent to the patch generator who looks
up a patch:

\[
(\text{FACT} (\text{PATCH} (\text{PREREQUISITE-MISSING prof line prereq}) \\
(\text{NEWLINE prog} \\
(\text{ACHIEVE prereq} \\
(((\text{ACHIEVE prereq) line}))))))
\]

which says, "To fix this kind of bug, insert a new line in the buggy program to achieve the prerequisite." The inserter then inserts (see XII, Details of Program Construction) a line to (ACHIEVE (CLEARTOP a)) for MO1 in the program MAKE-ON. The program now reads:

\[
(\text{TO} (\text{MAKE (ON a b)}) \\
(\text{HPROG MAKE-ON} \\
(\text{LINE L1 (ACHIEVE (CLEARTOP a)}) \\
(\text{LINE MO1 (PUTON a b)})))
\]

The HACKER's Notebook now also contains the "comment":

\[
(\text{PURPOSE L1 (ACHIEVE (CLEARTOP a)) MO1})
\]

HACKER then restores the state of the world to the beginning of MAKE-ON, and restarts the program there. 

Note: Like MAKE, ACHIEVE has no a priori meaning to HACKER. (ACHIEVE exp) is used so as to mean, "If exp is untrue, MAKE it true".

Line L1 is run, but there is nothing in the Answer Library to match (ACHIEVE (CLEARTOP a)). Thus a call is made to the code-writer for help. The code-writer looks around
for a fact matching:

(CODE (ACHIEVE (CLEARTOP a)) code)

It finds nothing quite so specific, but in the Programming Techniques Library it comes up with:

(FACT (CODE (fun pat) code) (HAVE (mean) (MEANING--CF pat mean) (CSETQ code !"\"(fun mean)\")))

Sorry about the fancy syntax; I have no better way to write it. Anyway, this means that if you are trying to write code for a function (in this case ACHIEVE) of a pattern (in this case (CLEARTOP a)), and if the pattern has a meaning, then you can substitute the meaning for the pattern. Now, in the Blocks World Knowledge Library there is:

(FACT (MEANING--OF (CLEARTOP x) (NOT (EXISTS (y) (ON y x))))

i.e. cleartop[x] \iff \neg \exists y \exists z \in [y, x]

Thus the problem has been transformed from (ACHIEVE (CLEARTOP a)) to (ACHIEVE (NOT (EXISTS (y) (ON y a)))). Doesn't look too good, does it? But, in the Programming Techniques Library, a nice fact is found:
(FACT (CODE (ACHIEVE (NOT (EXISTS vars pat)))
  (UNTIL vars (CANNOT (ASSIGN vars pat))
   (MAKE (NOT pat)))))

Thus the problem (ACHIEVE (CLEARTOP a)) has become:

(UNTIL (y) (CANNOT (ASSIGN (y) (ON y a)))
  (MAKE (NOT (ON y a))))

A program! UNTIL is a canned loop which binds the variables which are the first argument. Then it runs its second argument and terminates if truth is returned, else it runs the third argument and repeats. Hence these instructions say: "Remove objects from the top of a until there are no more." As each of these transformations is performed, the old code is displaced by the results of the transformation, so now the subroutine reads:

(TO (MAKE (ON a b))
  (HPROG MAKE-ON
    (LINE L1 (UNTIL (y) (CANNOT (ASSIGN (y) (ON y a)))
      (MAKE (NOT (ON y a)))))
    (LINE M01 (PUTON a b))))

HACKER reruns the modified L1. UNTIL evaluates the predicate (CANNOT (ASSIGN ... )). One of the primitive abilities in the Blocks World is to be able to find an object on a given one; in fact, the Answer Library contains a primitive: (We won't show you the body)
(TO (ASSIGN (u) (ON u v)) ... )

Thus, since A is on B and a=B, y is assigned to A and the predicate fails. The program proceeds to (MAKE (NCT (ON A B))). The Answer Library is devoid of anything for this, but we find in the Programming Techniques Library:

(FACT (CODE (fun pat) code)
 (HAVF (suf) (SUFFIXES-FOR pat suf)
 (CSETQ code !(fun suf))))

Just like the one about meanings, this says that we can substitute a sufficient condition for a pattern. Now in the Blocks World Knowledge Library we just happen to have:

(FACT (SUFFIXES-FOR (NCT (ON x y)),
 (EXISTS (z) (NOT (= z y)) (ON x z))))

i.e.: ~on[x,y]<-∃z≠y ON[x,z]

That is, for x not to be on y it suffices that there be a z≠y which x is on. Note that here EXISTS has three arguments: the list of bound variables, the qualifier, and the quantified expression. This is the standard form of a restricted existential quantifier, as used by mathematicians. I have chosen to use this rather than the logicians' "equivalent", in which the qualifier and quantified expression are conjoined, because this form is more expressive, as we shall see. The previous instance of
EXISTS, in the definition of CLEARTOP, used the unrestricted quantifier. This is treated by HACKER as an abbreviation for the restricted case in which the qualifier is empty.

So \((\text{MAKE} \ (\text{NOT} \ (\text{ON} \ y \ a)))\) is displaced with \((\text{MAKE} \ (\text{EXISTS} \ (z) \ (\text{NOT} \ (= \ z \ a)) \ (\text{ON} \ y \ z)))\). In order to make this true, we must pick out a \(z \neq a\) for which it is possible to satisfy \((\text{ON} \ y \ z)\), and then use that \(z\) to make \((\text{ON} \ y \ z)\) true. In the Programming Techniques Library it says just that:

\[
(\text{FACT} \ (\text{COND} \ (\text{MAKE} \ (\text{EXISTS} \ \text{vars} \ \text{qual} \ \text{scope}))
\quad (\text{CHOOSE} \ \text{vars} \ \text{sels}
\quad \quad (\text{AND} \ (\text{TEST} \ \text{qual})
\quad \quad \quad (\text{TEST} \ (\text{POSSIBLE} \ \text{scope}))
\quad \quad \quad (\text{MAKE} \ \text{scope}))
\quad (\text{CSETO} \ \text{sels} \ (\text{SELECTOR} \ \text{vars})))
\]

Hence, \((\text{MAKE} \ (\text{EXISTS} \ (z) \ (\text{NOT} \ (= \ z \ n)) \ (\text{ON} \ y \ z)))\) is displaced with:

\[
(\text{CHOOSE} \ (z) \ ((\text{SURFACE} \ z))
\quad (\text{AND} \ (\text{TEST} \ (\text{NOT} \ (= \ z \ a)))
\quad \quad (\text{TEST} \ (\text{POSSIBLE} \ (\text{ON} \ y \ z)))
\quad (\text{MAKE} \ (\text{ON} \ y \ z)))
\]

This program binds the variable \(z\) and selects a value for it from the set of \text{SURFACE}s. It tests that \(z \neq a\) and that \((\text{ON} \ y \ z)\) is possible. If \(z\) passes the test, the \((\text{MAKE} \ (\text{ON} \ y \ z))\) is executed and the \text{CHOOSE} returns. If \(z\) doesn’t pass, the next surface is tried. It should be a mystery to you how HACKER knows that \(z\) is to be selected.
from the set of SURFACEs, rather than, say, OBJECTs. This mystery is resolved in chapter XV, Formal Objects. Let's just assume here that it works by magic.

The new expression is run and z is assigned to a SURFACE. (A SURFACE is either the TAPLE or any OBJECT with a flat top.) The surface is now tested. By some elementary facts:

(FACT (CODF (TFST (NOT (= x y))) (NOT (= x y)))

(FACT (CODF (TFST (POSSIBLE exp))
             (NOT (PROTECTED? (NOT exp)))))

the test is simplified. The first SURFACE chosen is always TAPLE. TABLE=a and we have no reason to avoid putting y on TAPLE. (For an explanation of PROTECTED? see XIII, Protection Mechanism.) So control passes to (MAKE (ON y z)) with z=TAPLE. But this is a call to the MAKE-ON just patched. Hence y=A is put on TABLE, then there are no more y's on B so B is put on C and the program returns to command level, solving problem 1.2. After problem 1.2 the program in the Answer Library is:

(TO (MAKE (ON a b))
    (HPROG MAKE-ON
     (LINE L1 (UNTIL (y) (CANNOT (ASSIGN (y) (ON y a)))
                (CHOOSE (z) ((SURFACE z))
                          (AND (NOT (= z a))
                               (NOT (PROTECTED? (NOT (ON y z))))))
                 (MAKE (ON y z)))))
    (LINE M01 (PUTON a b))))
I have neglected to tell you about the comments that get attached to each expression constructed by macro expansion and displacement, indicating how it was constructed. These will be used in subroutinization. (See chapter X, Generalization and Subroutinization. A description of these comments may be found in XII, Details of Program Construction).

I have also neglected to show you, as you have been warned, the failure paths which were explored in the construction of the code for CLEARTOP. You have only seen the successful result of the search process. It is important to notice that this result has been generalized, summarized, and remembered as a patch in an important routine in the Answer Library. Thus the search for how to (ACHIEVE (CLEARTOP a)) need never be done again. Indeed, as we will see in chapter VI, this result will become more valuable when it is further generalized to become a subroutine in its own right. This summarization process is an essential part of skill acquisition.

This program, MAKE-ON, as modified in problem 1.2, is just tested in 1.3 on an isomorphic problem. In 1.4 we see its generality. Rather than just patching in for one case, HACKER has really understood the problem with the original MAKE-ON as demonstrated by its failure in 1.2.
A Philosophical Note:

Before continuing, I want to make a point of the generality and extensibility of the methods demonstrated in this section. It is important to see how independent HACKER is of the problem domain. Clearly the Programming Techniques Library contains facts totally independent of the problem domain, and to change problem domain we need only supply a different Blocks World Knowledge Library. The debugging of the unsatisfied prerequisite is also done in a perfectly self-contained way. We might say that HACKER really knows how to solve problems in two distinct subject areas: the Blocks World and Computer Programming, and he uses techniques from both in this example. I like to say that HACKER is an example-driven problem solver who operates out of a "bag of tricks," special macros which offer, for each kind of problem encountered, a chunk of program appropriate to that kind of problem. A kind of trick which is not in HACKER's Programming Techniques Library but which would be necessary for, say, a HACKER whose domain is numerical analysis, would be the concept of successive approximation, as in square root. We all know the form of program:
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<pick a first approximation>

LOOP(COND ( (<is the approximation good enough?>

(RETURN <the approximation>))

(SETQ approximation (better approximation))

(GC LOOP)

To make an expert computer programmer out of HACKER one would have to formalize this into a FACT in the Programming Techniques Library, along with all of the others I have ignored. How many are there anyway? Is it 50, 500, 5000? I do not know, but I bet it's closer to 50 than 5000. I have formalized several kinds of bugs in HACKER as well. I haven't put in such obvious ones as "fencepost", but I could. How many bugs does an expert programmer know? We'll have to wait and see.
V. Scenario Section 2 Explained

In problem 2.1, (MAKE (AND (ON A B) (ON B C))), there is no subroutine in the Answer Library which matches the problem. The code-writer is then called for help. The code-writer looks for a way to write the required code. There is a Programming Techniques Library method for AND of any number of subgoals. The implications of this technique are very complex and represent a major section of HACKER's theory of programming because most bugs arise from the unexpected interaction of simultaneous subgoals. However, in the absence of experience with the particular subgoals being considered, the AND technique makes the "linear" assumption that the subgoals are independent and thus can be sequentially achieved in an arbitrary order (it chooses the order of the problem statement). Now in general, as we see in 2.1, this is not true, but it is a good working assumption provided that we realize that it is an assumption and are prepared to catch and fix the bugs that result when the assumption proves false. Thus the initial piece of code which HACKER writes looks like:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{(HPROG AND2)} \\
\text{(LINE I3 (ACHIEVE (ON A B)))} \\
\text{(LINE I4 (ACHIEVE (ON B C)))}
\end{align*}
\]
HACKER also supplies comments:

(GOAL AND2 (MAKE (AND (ON A B) (ON B C)))))
(PURPOSE L2 (ACHIEVE (ON A B)) AND2)
(PURPOSE L4 (ACHIEVE (ON B C)) AND2)

This means that, for example, the purpose of line L3 (the source) is to (ACHIEVE (ON A B)) for AND2 (the target). Line L2 attempts to run, but there is no Answer Library program for (ACHIEVE (ON A B)), only for (MAKE (ON A B)). But the Programming Techniques Library tells HACKER:

(FACT (CODF (ACHIEVE goal)
     (UNLESS (TEST goal) (MAKE goal))))

So L3 gets clobbered by macro-expansion to:

(HPROG AND2
   (LINE L3 (UNLESS (TEST (ON A B))
          (MAKE (ON A B)))
   (LINE L4 (ACHIEVE (ON B C))))

UNLESS is a conditional which executes its second argument if its first argument is false. It is a primitive ability of the Blocks World to be able to test if one block is on another, so the Answer Library contains a subroutine:
(TO (TEST (ON x y)) ... )

This subroutine returns FALSE, so we proceed to
(MAKE (ON A B)) using the routine generated in Scenario
Section 1. Next we try to run line L4. Again, we do not
have an answer in the Answer Library which matches
(ACHIEVE (ON B C)), so the code--writer is called. The code--
writer notices (See chapter X, Generalization and
Subroutinization for an explanation of how) that it has
written code for just such a goal (in line L3), and there is
no reason to believe that that code cannot be generalized.
The piece of code is extracted, subroutinized, and placed in
the Answer Library:

(TO (ACHIEVE (ON u v))
 (HPROG E5
   (LINE L6 (UNLESS (TEST (ON u v))
             (MAKE (ON u v))))))

The point in AND2 where the code was created is replaced by
a subroutine call:

(HPROG AND2
 (LINE L3 (ACHIEVE (ON A B)))
 (LINE L4 (ACHIEVE (ON B C))))

Looks like we're back where we started, but now we have a
new subroutine in the Answer Library. Line L4 tries to run
again. B is not on C so we (MAKE (ON B C)). This calls
MAKE-ON (from chapter IV). Line L1 in MAKE-ON finds that A is on P, and that will never do; so a place on TABLE is chosen for A and a recursion is made to (MAKE (ON A TABLE)). Line L1 finds that A has nothing on it and so line M01 runs to (PUTON A TABLE). If things were just what they seemed to be, the program would now just put A on the TABLE, and then, satisfied that B had a clear top, would place P on C, and return, grinning. But HACKER, since he has just written AND2, and since he knows that new code cannot be trusted, watches the execution very closely (by interpreting the code in CAREFUL mode). In this mode the comments associated with each line of code are also interpreted, in a special way: For each line interpreted, on entry, those PURPOSE comments having the current line as the target are de-activated. The line is then run. Afterwards, each comment whose source is the current line is activated. During the time a comment is active, the purpose is protected so that if some side effect occurs which destroys the purpose of that comment, an interrupt to the error system is initiated (See XIII, Protection Mechanism). The target of a purpose may, as in this case, be a program name. The scope of such a purpose terminates when the program returns. Thus in this case we have:
We see that the purpose comment of L3 was active during the execution of L4. Thus during the execution of (PUTON A TABLE) to (CLEARTOP B) for (PUTON B C) for L4 an interrupt occurred to the error system complaining:

(BUG PROTECTION–VIOLATION <L3>)

This error comment goes to the bug classifier which looks at the structure of the process. The classifier decides, by techniques independent of the problem domain (See IX, Types of Bugs), that this bug is of the form PREREQUISITE–CLOBBERS–BROTHER–GOAL; that is, in program AND2 the subgoal of line L3, (ACHIEVE (ON A B)), was clobbered by the prerequisite (CLEARTOP B), of the brother subgoal (ACHIEVE (ON B C)). This is formalized:

(PREREQUISITE–CLOBBERS–BROTHER–GOAL AND2 L3 L4 (CLEARTOP B))

This is sent off to the patch-generator, who finds in his bag of tricks:
an instruction to change the ordering of L3 and L4 in AND2.

Let us return to the original trick for AND expressions. We see that it produces a program consisting of a series of lines. A program is inherently ordered and there are often constraints on this ordering. For example, it is necessary that if the purpose of one line is to do something for some other line then the former must precede the latter. These constraints leave arbitrary some choices; they usually do not yield a unique program. Every program written or patched by HACKER is at that time sorted according to the ordering constraints. (See XII, Details of Program Construction.) In chapter IV, where the prerequisite (CLEARTOP a) was inserted in MAKE-ON, line L1 found its place before MO1 because of its purpose:

(PURPOSE L1 (ACHIEVE (CLEARTOP a)) MO1)

Back to AND2. The patcher has decided to reorder L3 and L4 in AND2 by adding a constraint forcing L4 to precede L3. AND2 is then re-sorted with this criterion, yielding:

(HPROG AND2
 (LINE L4 (ACHIEVE (ON B C)))
 (LINE L3 (ACHIEVE (ON A B))))
This program is then backed up to the beginning (restoring the configuration of blocks at its start) and reexecuted. It works.

AND2 has been fixed, but it would be nice to be able to abstract the essence of the bug and patch so carefully worked out here and make use of it at the level of program construction so that we do not make the same mistake again. A general mechanism for this purpose, called criticism, has been provided in the code-writer. Essentially, before a program is released for use, it is held up to criticism. The code-writer effectively reads the program aloud (by adding the PURPOSE comments on each line to the data-base, in the order the lines appear). This airing is observed by critics (who are IF-ADDED methods [Note 10]) who leave nasty messages for the code-writer if they determine that there is a bug. (See XII, Details of Program Construction.) At the end of the reading the code-writer looks in his mailbox and finds the complaints. They may instruct him to insert lines, or re-sort them if another ordering rule is found. The code-writer executes the criticisms and then re-airs the program. This process terminates when either the mailbox is empty or an impossibility is discovered (such as two lines, each of which has to be before the other).

In this case, a critic is compiled (see XI, Critic Compilation) to formalize the lesson of AND2:
(WATCH-FOR (ORDER (PURPOSE 1line (ACHIEVE (ON a b)) t) (PURPOSE 2line (ACHIEVE (ON b c)) t)) (PREREQUISITE-CLOBBERS-FROTHER-GOAL current-prop 1line 2line (CLEARTOP b)))

The variablization of A, B, and C is done by the same mechanism as is used for subroutinization. This statement, which is further compiled into an IF-ADDED method, says that if, in the order specified, you see two purpose comments matching the ones shown, then leave a message to patch for the given kind of bug.

It is important to note here that criticism, like patching and subroutinization, is a way of summarizing and remembering knowledge gained by experience. Subroutines and patches retain, in a useful form, knowledge of positive results, how to do things correctly. Critics, however, retain important negative results. They remember the bad results of mistakes, so that they can be recognized in the future.

It should not be surprising that the caveat generated by solving problem 2.1 solves 2.2 as well. It is a general statement of the fact that structures are to be built bottom-up. Since this fact is now available to the program sorter, no error of ordering of this kind will ever again occur.
VI. Scenario Section 3 Explained

This chapter is about "space," a very general and exceedingly difficult concept. Spatial ideas are not just used in the descriptions of the motions and relations of physical objects. Space is an effective metaphor in most other aspects of symbolic human thought. The computer programmer thinks of "space" in memory and speaks of "high core," "the top of the stack," "under the loader." Not only is he using spatial terms like high, top, and under to describe relationships between entities in this abstract space, he also thinks of the entities themselves as physical objects which one can stack up or as enclosures to be loaded. Even in budgetary matters we see spatial metaphors: "Another ten-thousand dollars would give me 'room' to maneuver." Mathematicians have named abstract structure classifications, for example, "vector space," "topological space," and "function space" to emphasize their historical relationship to an intuitive spatial model. Even more striking, however, is the mathematician's extensive recourse to the diagram as a heuristic aid. Even those working in so abstract a subject as category theory "picture" their thoughts with arrows on the worksheet.

This generality of the notion of space is a mixed blessing. Anything we can say about space is generally applicable to a variety of problem solving situations, but
it is generally very difficult to say anything about space. Though space is a primitive notion in the description of many phenomena, we have a rather poor vocabulary for precisely describing spatial relations. The generality of the spatial concepts we can describe gives them great power. "Two things cannot occupy the same place at the same time" applies equally to data in registers and to blocks in a scene. The difficulty of description of spatial concepts makes them difficult to manipulate. Though CLEARTOT has an explicit meaning and we can formulate a sufficient condition for NOT-ONness, no such simple constructs work for PLACE-FOR. Here we must rely upon various strategies, no one of which is guaranteed to work, nor is the failure of one an indication of ultimate failure. Each strategy is expected to bring us "closer" to the goal (PLACE-FOR a b). Thus, whole new structures must be introduced to enable the effective use of each strategy in each instance and to coordinate them when such is called for.

Space is a "stuff" that comes in quantities, or "chunks." A chunk may be either "free" or "used" but not both. If used, a chunk has one or more "users" who "occupy" subchunks. A chunk can be returned to the free state by "moving" each of its users to a disjoint chunk. Implicit in the notions "stuff" and "chunk" are conservation of quantity (the total amount of space is a constant) and a notion of contiguity, that chunks are contiguous blocks of space.
Space also has directions.

In problem 3.1 HAKER examined his Answer Library for a subroutine whose pattern of applicability matches the problem statement: `(MAKE (CN C B))`. The matching subroutine, last patched in Scenario Section 1 is:

```
(TO (MAKE (ON a b))
   (HPROG MAKE-ON
      (LINE L1 ... )
      (LINE M01 (PUTON a b)))
```

This program worked fine in 3.1 because there was enough space on B for C, satisfying the requirements of PUTON.

In problem 3.2, however, this program is tried and fails to work because no place is found for C on B, as A is smack in the middle of B. PUTON complains:

```
(BUG UNSATISFIED-PREREQUISITE (PLACE-FOR C B))
```

As in Scenario Section 1, this bug is patched by prerequisite insertion in the program MAKE-ON. The patch is, as before, introduced as follows:

```
(TO (MAKE (ON a b))
   (HPROG MAKE-ON
      (LINE L1 ... )
      (LINE L5 (ACHIEVE (PLACE-FOR a b)))
      (LINE M01 (PUTON a b) ))
```

where:
(PURPOSE L1 (ACHIEVE (CLEARTOP a)) MO1)
(PURPOSE L5 (ACHIEVE (PLACE-FOR a b)) MO1)
(PURPOSE MO1 (MAKE (ON a b)) MAKE-ON)
(GOAL MAKE-ON (MAKE (ON a b)))

Line L5 is run, but there is no answer in the Answer Library matching (ACHIEVE (PLACE-FOR a b)). The code-writer is called, who finds a Programming Technique, introduced earlier:

(FACT (CODE (ACHIEVE goal) (UNLESS (TEST goal) (MAKE goal))))

which transforms the problem into:

(UNLESS (TEST (PLACE-FOR a b)) (MAKE (PLACE-FOR a b)) )

HACKER knows how to test (PLACE-FOR a b) (even the primitive PUTON can do it!) as there is an answer:

(TO (TEST (PLACE-FOR x y)) ... )

The test is run (a=C, b=B) and returns FALSE. Thus the interpreter continues, executing (MAKE (PLACE-FOR a b)). There is again no answer in the Answer Library matching this, so the code-writer is called. PLACE-FOR has no explicit meaning or sufficient condition; nor does it have a
nice (known) form like (NOT (EXISTS ... )). The code-writer does find, however, a Programming Technique:

\[
(\text{FACT (CODE (MAKE goal) code)}
\quad (\text{HAVE (culprit) (MAY-HURT goal culprit)}
\quad (\text{CONT (TEST culprit)}
\quad (\text{CSETQ code (TRYOUT goal culprit)}))))
\]

This says, "Do I know of any condition (the culprit) the truth of which might inhibit the truth of the goal pattern? If so, and if the culprit is currently true, write code which tries to improve things." (TRYOUT is a function which writes the code; we shall see the result.) Just such a condition is found in the Blocks World Knowledge Library:

\[
(\text{FACT (MAY-HURT (PLACE-FOR x y) (NOT (COMPACT y))))}
\]

Is (NOT (COMPACT b)) a possible culprit? A subproblem, (TEST (NOT (COMPACT b))) where b=B, is generated (and some code is written for it; we ignore this detail). The answer is yes, as:

\[
(\text{FACT (MEANING-OF (COMPACT x)}
\quad (\text{FORALL (y) (ON y x) (LEFTMOST y)})))
\]

That is, every object on x has no space on its left. But A is on B and has space on its left. Thus this is a possible reason why (PLACE-FOR C B) is false, so TRYOUT writes the following code which displaces (MAKE (PLACE-FOR a b)):
(STRATEGIES-FOR (TEST (PLACE-FOR a b))
   (HPROG S6
      (LINE L7 (TRY (COMPACT b))))
   with comments:

   (GOAL S6 (MAKE (PLACE-FOR a b)))
   (PURPOSE L7 (TRY (COMPACT b)) S6)

STRATEGIES-FOR is a control primitive designed for running strategies for solving a problem. It binds one internal variable to its first argument, the success condition, and another to its control frame [Note 11]. It then evaluates its second argument, the strategies themselves. As we shall see, a strategy will use this information to periodically test whether it has succeeded, and if so, to exit from the STRATEGIES-FOR. If control ever returns to the STRATEGIES-FOR from the evaluation of its second argument, the strategies tried have failed, and HACKER is called for help.

Next, line L7 is run. By meaning substitution, we get:

(STRATEGIES-FOR (TEST (PLACE-FOR a b))
   (HPROG S6
      (LINE L7
         (TRY (FORALL (z) (ON z b) (LEFTMOST z)))))))

How is the COMPACT strategy to be implemented? We could (ACHIEVE (COMPACT b)) using:
(FACT (CODF (ACHIEVE (FORALL vars qual scope)))
  (UNTIL vars
    (CANNOT (ASSIGN vars
      (AND qual (NOT scope))))
    (MAKE scope))))

to get:

(UNTIL (z) (CANNOT (ASSIGN (z)
  (AND (ON z b) (NOT (LEFTMOST z))))
    (MAKE (LEFTMOST z)))

However, it would be foolish to completely compact the top of an object with many objects on it; we might only have to move one block to make space. Thus, every time we move a block (increasing the compactness), we should check if there is now a PLACE-FOR a on b. This Programming Technique is a slight perturbation of the above:

(FACT (CODF (TRY (FORALL vars qual scope)))
  (UNTIL vars
    (CANNOT (ASSIGN vars
      (AND qual (NOT scope))))
    (MAKE score)
    (DONE?))))

which expands our stuff into:

(STRATEGIES-FOR (TEST (PLACE-FOR a b))
  (HPROG S6
    (LINE L7 (UNTIL (z)
      (CANNOT (ASSIGN (z)
        (AND (ON z b)
          (NOT (LEFTMOST z))))
      (MAKE (LEFTMOST z))
      (DONE?))))))

Here DONE? is a function which executes the first argument of STRATEGIES-FOR (as accessed via the internal variable bound to it). If the test succeeds, the strategy has
succeeded and DONE? performs an exit from STRATEGIES-FOR.

This new program begins to run. It tries to (ASSIGN (z) (AND (CN z b) (NOT (LEFTMOST z)))). This has no known answer, but an ASSIGN can always be turned into a CHOOSE via a complex fact (FACT (CODE (ASSIGN vars exp) (CHOOSE ... )))

which is very hairy but not worth explaining. This expansion results in (for readability we will suppress line and program labels unless they are relevant):

(STRATEGIES-FOR (TEST (PLACE-FOR a b))
  (UNTIL (z) (CANNOT (CHOOSE (u) ((OBJECT u)) (TEST (AND (ON u b) (NOT (LEFTMOST u)))) (CSETQ z u))))
  (MAKE (LEFTMOST z))
  (DONE?)))

The same magic (explained in XV, Formal Objects) was used here as in chapter IV to realize that u is to be selected from the class of OBJECTs. The

(TEST (AND (ON u b) (NOT (LEFTMOST u)))) is run (on the first object selected) and expanded into

(AND (TEST (ON u b)) (NOT (TEST (LEFTMOST u)))) via:

(FACT (CODE (TEST (NOT exp)) (NOT (TEST exp)))))

and:
(FACT (CODE (TEST (AND exp1 exp2))
     (AND (TEST exp1) (TEST exp2))))

(actually this is generalized to any number of expressions using fancy pattern matching syntax).

The Blocks World has the primitive perceptual ability to (TEST (ON u b)) and (TEST (LEFTMOST u)). Hence since b=B, the only u on b is A, which is not as left as possible, hence z is set to A. The next step interpreted is (MAKE (LEFTMOST z)). This further reduces to (PUSH z LEFT) via a Blocks World Knowledge Library fact:

(FACT (CODE (MAKE (LEFTMOST a)) (PUSH a LEFT)))

Thus the final code looks like:

(STRATEGIES-FOR (TEST (PLACE-FOR a b))
   (UNTIL (z) (CANNOT (CHOOSE (u)) ((OBJECT u))
     (AND (ON u b)
          (NOT (LEFTMOST u)))
      (CSETQ z u)))
   (PUSH z LEFT)
   (DONE?)))

This code pushes A to the left, making room for C on B. It then returns control to STRATEGIES-FOR, which returns to L5, which proceeds to M01, which puts C on B as required by problem 3.2.

Now let's go on to problem 3.3. In this case the top of
B is completely filled with A and C, and the problem is
(MAKE (ON D B)). MAKE-ON is called with a=D and b=B. D
has a clear top so we go to I5. There is no place for D on
B so the test fails and we enter the strategies and thus
COMPACT. In this case, however, there is no block on B
which has space to its left, so the COMPACT strategy fails.
STRATEGIES-FOR has no more strategies so it calls HACKER for
help. HACKER keeps a list of the strategies already used in
building S6. He looks in the data-base to see if there are
any around which haven't been incorporated. Of course, one
is found:

(FACT (MAY-HURT (PLACE-FOR x y) (CLUTTERED y)))

where

(FACT (MEANING-OF (CLUTTERED a)
  (EXISTS (z)
     (POSSIBLE (NOT (ON z a)))
     (ON z a))))

Without going into the gory details (as before) this
strategy is inserted:

(HPROG S6
  (LINE I.7 ...) (LINE I.8 (TRY (NOT (CLUTTERED b))))))

with comment:

(PURPOSE I.8 (TRY (NOT (CLUTTERED b))) S6)

I.8 is now run, and expanded into:
(LINE 18  
  (UNTIL (z) (CANNOT (ASSIGN (z)  
    (AND (POSSIBLE (NOT (ON z b)))  
    (ON z b)))))  
  (MAKE (NOT (ON z b)))  
  (DONE?)))

using the Programming Technique:

(FACT (COND (TRY (NOT (EXISTS vars qual scope)))  
  (UNTIL vars (CANNOT (ASSIGN vars  
    (AND qual scope)))  
    (MAKE (NOT scope)))  
    (DONE?))))

The (ASSIGN (z) ... ) is run, expanding, as before, into a
CHOOSE expression:

(CHOICE (u) ((OBJECT u))  
  (TEST (AND (POSSIBLE (NOT (ON u b))) (ON u b)))  
  (CSETQ z u))

the test expression of which expands into:

(AND (NOT (PROTECTED? (ON u b))) (TEST (ON u b)))

Now both objects A and C are on B and the position of
neither is protected. Thus, if C is selected first (as in
problem 3.3) z gets assigned C. Control then passes to the
business end:

(MAKE (NOT (ON z b)))

Now, something interesting happens! Did you notice it?
HAACKER once before had to remove an object from another; in
the expansion of (ACHIEVE (CLEARTOP a)) it was necessary to
write code for (MAKE (NOT (ON y a))). HACKER notices this,
and by magic (see X, Generalization and Subroutinization) extracts the code written before, subroutinizes it, and adds it to the Answer Library, so it can be used here (and elsewhere, if needed):

\[
\text{(TO (MAKE (NOT (ON y a)))}
\text{ (HPROG E9}
\text{ (LINE 1.10}
\text{ (CHOOSE (z) ((SURFACE z))}
\text{ (AND (NOT (= z a))}
\text{ (NOT (PROTECTED? (NOT (ON y z))))))}
\text{ (MAKE (ON y z))))})
\]

So now, E9 is called, and as a result, C is placed on the table. Control then passes to the (DONE?) which succeeds and so D is placed (by M01) where C was on B. Thus, HACKER has solved problem 3.3.

At this point we should look at MAKE-CN for some perspective, leaving out LINEs and HPROCs:
Remember how this rather complex program started out (at the beginning of IV)? It still isn't finished; as we shall see, there are some bugs to attend to, but the worst is over. I really haven't been honest about the comments; there are expansion comments (HPROGs and LINEs) all over this program (for truth, see XII, Details of Program Construction) but they have been systematically suppressed everywhere except the most interesting places, to improve legibility.

As for problem 3.4, we see that this program works immediately. The COMPACT strategy is immediately rejected so we go on to the CLUTTERED strategy. In choosing an object to remove from B, only D passes the test because (ON A B) is protected, so D is removed, making room for C, which is then placed in the newly cleared space.

Problem 3.5 is, however, an interesting twist on the
kind of debugging demonstrated in chapter V. The comments
on lines L7 and L8 are:

(PURPOSE L7 (TRY (COMPACT b)) S6)
(PURPOSE L8 (TRY (NOT (CLUTTERFD b))) S6)

In trying to get D on E in problem 3.5, we find that there
is no place for D. Compacting is tried. This results in C
being pushed left to abut A. No more compacting can be done
because all objects on B are in their LEFTMOST position.
Next we try uncluttering B. The only removable object is A
because (ON C P) is protected. Thus A is selected for
removal. In attempting to put A on the TABLE, however, a
protection violation happens because removing A makes E no
longer COMPACT, as C suddenly has space on its left, and we
are still in the scope of the purpose of line L7. An
analysis of this situation suggests, but does not guarantee,
that L7 and L8 should be interchanged. (See IX, Types of
Bugs, for details of the method of debugging.) The
situation is described as:

(STRATEGY-CLOBBERS-BROTHER S6 L7 L8)

Since there is no known reason why they shouldn't be
interchanged, they are interchanged, and a new critic is
entered for future reference:
(WATCH-FOR
  (ORDER (PURPOSE line1 (TRY (COMPACT b)) t)
         (PURPOSE line2 (TRY (NOT (CLUTTERED b))) t))
  (STRATEGY-CLOBBERS-FROTHE current-frog line1 line2))

The program is now backed up to the beginning of S6; C is back where it started. The new program then removes A first, generating enough space for D, which is then placed correctly, completing the task required.

Scenario problem 3.6 just once again demonstrates prerequisite insertion and subroutinization. It is necessary to (PUSH C LEFT) to compact the space on B so A can be placed. However, as in PUTCN, PUSH will not move more than one object at a time. Since D is on C PUSH complains:

(BUG UNSATISFIED-PREREQUISITE (NOT (ON D C)))

Now the debugger decides, as in chapter IV, that this is a bug of type PREREQUISITE-MISSING. Since:

(FACT (MOVFS (PUSH obj dir) obj))

(CLEARTOP z) is the culprit as in chapter IV. Where do we insert (ACHIEVE (CLEARTOP z))? I have nicely avoided showing the expansion comments around (PUSH z LEFT) in L7. They were created when the expression (MAKE (LEFTMOST z))
was expanded to \((\text{PUSH} \ z \ \text{LEFT})\). We need them now, so use your big magnifier to see that what I wrote as \((\text{PUSH} \ z \ \text{LEFT})\) really is:

\[
(\text{HPROG E30} \\
\text{\quad (LINE I31 (PUSH z LEFT)))})
\]

The prerequisite is now inserted:

\[
(\text{HPROG E30} \\
\text{\quad (LINE I32 (ACHIEVE (CLEARTOP z)))} \\
\text{\quad (LINE I31 (PUSH z LEFT)))})
\]

with comments:

\[
(\text{GOAL E30 (MAKE (LEFTMOST z)))} \\
(\text{PURPOSE L71 (MAKE (LEFTMOST z)) E11}) \\
(\text{PURPOSE L72 (ACHIEVE (CLEARTOP z)) L12})
\]

Time is backed up to the beginning of E30 and then the program is continued. The interpreter encounters \((\text{ACHIEVE (CLEARTOP z)})\) but HACKER remembers writing code for that in L1. The code is extracted and placed in the Answer Library:

\[
(\text{TO (ACHIEVE (CLEARTOP a))} \\
\text{\quad (HPROG E33} \\
\text{\quad \quad (LINE L34 (UNTIL (y) (CANNOT (ASSIGN (y) (ON y a)))} \\
\text{\quad \quad \quad \quad (MAKE (NOT (ON y a)))))))})
\]

L1 is patched to call the new routine:

\[
(\text{LINE L1 (ACHIEVE (CLEARTOP a)))}
\]
Now D is removed from C and put on the TABLE, C is moved to the left, and A is placed as required.

We leave Scenario Section 3 with a well developed mechanism for making space, if none is available, and two new routines in the Answer Library:

(TO (MAKE (NOT (ON a b))) ... ) and

(TO (ACHIEVE (CLEARTOP a)) ... ). It is appropriate to take a final look at MAKE-ON in its mature form with all HPROGS and LINES suppressed:

```
(TO (MAKE (ON a b))
  (ACHIEVE (CLEARTOP a))
  (UNLESS (TEST (PLACE-FOR a b))
    (STRATEGIES-FOR (TEST (PLACE-FOR a b))
      (UNTIL (z)
        (CANNOT (CHOOSE (u) ((OBJECT u))
          (AND (NOT (PROTECTED? (ON u b)))
            (ON u b)))
        (CSETQ z u))
        (MAKE (NOT (ON z b)))
        (DONE(?))))))
  (UNTIL (z)
    (CANNOT (CHOOSE (u) ((OBJECT u))
      (AND (ON u b) (NOT (LEFTMOST u)))
      (CSETQ z u))
    (ACHIEVE (CLEARTOP z))
    (PUSH z LEFT)
    (DONE(?))))

(PUTON a b))
```
VII. Scenario Section 4 Explained

At first glance, Scenario section 4 appears to deal with a perhaps minor inefficiency. In the mind of an experienced programmer, however, apparent inefficiency is not a minor consideration; it may be an indication of a fundamental difficulty. What may seem, on the surface to be an intelligent person wasting hours over a few microseconds, may in fact be an agonizing algorithmic analysis which will result in a qualitatively "better" program.

For example, suppose problem 4.1 was

(MAKE (AND (ON A C) (ON D A) (ON B C))) rather than simply (MAKE (AND (ON A C) (ON B C))). In this case, A would be placed on the middle of C, D on A, and then, to put B on C it would be necessary to push A, which has D on it. Hence D must be removed, resulting in a PROTECTION-VIOLATION. Thus what looked like a minor matter of efficiency has turned out be be a bug!

In order that HACKER be aware of this kind of situation, those Blocks World primitives which actually move objects (PUTON and PUSH) check, when one is executed in CAREFUL mode, if the object which it is about to move has ever been moved before. (As described in IX, Types of Bugs, HACKER retains the entire history of the problem-solving process until it returns to command level. This information is used to answer the question.) If it is discovered that
an object, say A, is being moved for the second time, a call is made to the error system to check the possibility of trouble:

(BUG DOUBLE-MOVE A)

Usually, as we shall see in the next chapter, no trouble is developing and the error system just dismisses the interrupt as a false alarm, allowing the program to proceed.

In problem 4.1, however, the command is (MAKE (AND (ON A C) (ON B C))). As usual in cases of no special knowledge, HACKER makes the "linear" assumption, that the goals do not interact, that they can be achieved linearly and independently:

(HPROG AND11
   (LINE I.12 (ACHIEVE (ON A C)))
   (LINE I.13 (ACHIEVE (ON B C)))
)

with the standard comments:

(GOAL `AND11 (MAKE (AND (ON A C) (ON B C))))
(PURPOSE L12 (ACHIEVE (ON A C)) AND11)
(PURPOSE L13 (ACHIEVE (ON B C)) AND11)

L12 is run and A is placed in the middle of C (using the subroutine (TO (ACHIEVE (ON u v))...)) developed previously).
A is moved and a note is made of this. Next line L13 is run. B is not on C so a call is made to (MAKE (ON B C)). B has a clear top but there is no (PLACE-FOR B C) because A is in the way. The strategies developed (in the previous chapter) are tried. Since (ON A C) is protected by L12, nothing can be removed from the top of C. The next strategy tried, compaction, discovers that A is not in a LEFTMOST position on C and thus tries to (PUSH A LEFT). At this point it is noticed that A is being moved for the second time in this problem, resulting in the error call: (BUG DOUBLE-MOVE A).

Observing that brother lines L12 and L13 are fighting over the prerequisite calculations:

(Achieve (PLACE-FOR A C))
(Achieve (PLACE-FOR B C))

the error system (see IX, Types of Bugs) classifies the situation:

(PREREQUISITE-CONFLICT-BROTHERS AND11
 ((PLACE-FOR A C) L12)
 ((PLACE-FOR B C) L13))

This is sent to the patch-generator for a fix. The patch-generator looks for a patch which matches; he finds:
(FACT (PATCH (PREREQUISITE-CONFLICT-BROTHERS prog
  (pre1 line1)
  (pre2 line2))
  (NEWLINE prog
    (RESOLVE (ACHIEVE pre1) (ACHIEVE pre2))
    (((ACHIEVE pre1) line1)
      (((ACHIEVE pre2) line2)))))

Actually, this fact is written for any number of line-
prerequisite pairs but it is shown here for two for clarity.
Thus the patch will be effected by executing:

(NEWLINE AND11
  (RESOLVE (ACHIEVE (PLACE-FOR A C))
    (ACHIEVE (PLACE-FOR B C)))
  (((ACHIEVE (PLACE-FOR A C)) L12)
    (((ACHIEVE (PLACE-FOR B C)) L13)))

But this will insert a new line in AND11:

(HPROG AND11
  (LINE L14 (RESOLVE (ACHIEVE (PLACE-FOR A C))
    (ACHIEVE (PLACE-FOR B C))))
  (LINE L12 (ACHIEVE (ON A C)))
  (LINE L13 (ACHIEVE (ON B C))))

with comments:

(PURPOSE L14 (ACHIEVE (PLACE-FOR A C)) L12)
(PURPOSE L14 (ACHIEVE (PLACE-FOR B C)) L13)

Before looking at what L14 expands into, and thus how
the new AND11 works, it is necessary to understand more
about HACKER's notions of space, specifically the deeper
structure and interaction of the primitives PUTON and
(TO (TEST (PLACE-FOR a b))...). In order to understand how
to control the placing of A on C so that room is left for B,
we must examine how a place is chosen for A on C. With a really big magnifier, we can look inside the "primitive" PUTON (though PACKER never does). We find, essentially (but simplified):

(CDEFUN PUTON (obj surface)
 (MUST (OBJECT obj) (SURFACE surface))
 (UNLESS (FIRST-MOVE obj)
     (BUG DOUBLE-MOVE obj))
 (UNLESS (CANNOT (ASSIGN (z) (ON z obj)))
     (BUG UNSATISFIED-PREQUISITE
      (NOT (ON z obj))))
 (UNLESS (TEST (PLACE-FOR obj surface))
     (BUG UNSATISFIED-PREQUISITE
      (PLACE-FOR obj surface)))
 (MOVE obj (GHOST obj surface)))

First it declares the types of its arguments (this is used in chapter XV, Formal Objects). Next it checks if the object has been moved before. Then it makes sure that there is nothing on the object about to be moved. Next it checks that there is space available. If all the checks are OK, it moves the object to the coordinates specified by (GHOST obj surface). What is the GHOST and how did it appear? To answer this question, we note that PUTON called (TEST (PLACE-FOR obj surface)). This test is truly perceptual magic, details of which are discussed in [Note 12], the FINDSPACE Problem. In any case, this test first checks if either obj or a GHOST of obj is already on the surface. If so, it is immediately satisfied. If not, it searches (by number-crunching the analytic geometry
descriptions of the objects) for an open space on surface big enough to hold obj. If it finds one, obj is "imagined" centered there. This is represented by the erection of a GHOST of obj in that place on surface. A GHOST is not the object it represents. A GHOST can be imagined to be somewhere even if the object it represents cannot be moved because stuff is piled on it. A GHOST is a purely perceptual entity. It "occupies" the space of the object it represents, and thus is a kind of reservation for space to be filled later. No object can be moved into the chunk of space occupied by the GHOST of another object. Any perceptual calculations dealing with space, such as another (TEST (PLACE-FOR obj1 surface)) must contend with the GHOST, which is as real for these calculations as an object. A GHOST is not, however, an object. It cannot be referred to in non-primitive code; nor can it be moved. A GHOST generated during the execution of a program disappears when either the object it represents is moved to fill it or the system returns to command level.

The first argument of (TEST (PLACE-FOR arg1 arg2)) is not limited to atomic objects. If a list of objects is passed, for example:

(TEST (PLACE-FOR (A B) C))
the test determines if there is simultaneously room available for A and B on top of C, and if so, erects GHOSTs for both A and B. Thus if (PUTON A C) and (PUTON B C) are later executed, A will fill its GHOST and B will fill its GHOST. Since both GHOSTs were on C, the places which A and B will occupy are guaranteed disjoint. Hence, this is the solution to our problem, how to expand I14:

\[
(RESOLVE \ (ACHIEVE \ (PLACE-FOR \ A \ C)) \ \\
(ACHIEVE \ (PLACE-FOR \ B \ C))).
\]

We return to AND11 which is now backed up and rerun. The Blocks World Knowledge Library must know all this stuff about GHOSTs, in fact:

\[
(FACT \ (CODF \ (RESOLVE \ (ACHIEVE \ (PLACE-FOR \ x \ z))) \ \\
(ACHIEVE \ (PLACE-FOR \ y \ z))) \ \\
(ACHIEVE \ (PLACE-FOR \ (x \ y) \ z))).
\]

Actually, this fact is stated here for only a two-way fight to give you an idea of how it works. HACKER really knows this in the general case. Thus the final code is:

\[
(HPROG \ AND11 \ \\
\ (LINE \ I.14 \ (ACHIEVE \ (PLACE-FOR \ (A \ B) \ C))) \ \\
\ (LINE \ I.12 \ (ACHIEVE \ (ON \ A \ C))) \ \\
\ (LINE \ I.13 \ (ACHIEVE \ (ON \ B \ C)))
\]

Now, how is this patch knowledge generalized to make problem 4.2 work immediately?
L14 is like nothing we have ever encountered previously in this document. It is a prerequisite for two lines, neither of which would need help if standing alone. Such lines are often found in programs written by people. In fact, programs abound with lines which are not directly related to achieving the goal of the program (unlike L12 and L13; I call these main steps), nor are they prerequisite to any other specific step, but rather they are present to prevent destructive interference between other steps. We call these variously setups (like L14), interfaces (if they go between steps), and cleanups (if they go after the steps in question). For example, consider the problem of computing the values of both \( x/3 \) and \( x+4 \), where \( x \) is the contents of accumulator \( X \), in PDP-10 assembly language. Each subcalculation can be achieved in one instruction (IDIVI \( X, 3 \) and ADDI \( X, 4 \)). Either instruction, however, destroys \( x \), so a copy must be made before either is executed:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{MOVE} & \text{ A}, X \\
\text{IDIVI} & \text{ X, 3} \\
\text{ADDI} & \text{ A, 4}
\end{align*}
\]

In this case, things are even hairier than in AND11 because the ADDI must fetch its argument from \( A \) rather than \( X \) to work correctly. HACKER must be able to handle such problems of interface. In this case, a new critic is compiled for the bug of type PREREQUISITE–CONFLICT–BROTHERS (see XI,
Critic Compilation, for details of how), to oversee future program construction (see XII, Details of Program Construction, for how it is used). The new critic is:

\[(\text{WATCH-FOR} (\text{GIVEN} \ (c \ t)) \n\text{(MORE-THAN-ONE} \ (a \ \text{line}) \\
\text{(PURPOSE} \ \text{line} \ \text{ACHIEVE} \ \text{(ON} \ a \ c) \ t))) \\
\text{(PREREQUISITE-CONFLICT-BROTHERS} \ \text{current-prog} \\
\text{. (EXPAND} \ \text{line} \ \text{PLACE-FOR} \ a \ c)))\]

This watches for any surface \(c\) and purpose target \(t\) for which more than one line is being compiled with the purpose of putting more than one object \(a\) on \(c\) for \(t\). If such a case is found, the bug \text{PREREQUISITE-CONFLICT-BROTHERS} should be expected. The prerequisites in conflict are the \(\text{PLACE-FOR} \ a \ c\)'s for all the lines so noticed.

Thus, for problem 4.2, \(\text{(MAKE} \ \text{AND} \ \text{(ON} \ A \ D) \ \text{(ON} \ B \ D) \ \text{(ON} \ C \ D)))\), the main steps are to achieve each subgoal. This program is held up for criticism and our new critic complains that there will be a bug unless a patch is made. Thus the program-writer does the patch before releasing the new program. The resulting code is:

\[(\text{HPROG AND15} \n\text{(LINE I.16} \ \text{RESOLVE} \ \text{ACHIEVE} \ \text{PLACE-FOR} \ A \ D) \\
\text{(ACHIEVE} \ \text{PLACE-FOR} \ B \ D) \\
\text{(ACHIEVE} \ \text{PLACE-FOR} \ C \ D)) \\
\text{(LINE I.17} \ \text{ACHIEVE} \ \text{ON} \ A \ D) \\
\text{(LINE I.18} \ \text{ACHIEVE} \ \text{ON} \ B \ D) \\
\text{(LINE I.19} \ \text{ACHIEVE} \ \text{ON} \ C \ D))\]
which works immediately, when L16 is expanded.
VIII. Scenario Section 5 Explained

In this section we just watch HACKER do one problem, 

\[(\text{MAKE} \ (\text{AND} \ (\text{ON} \ D \ A) \ (\text{ON} \ B \ E) \ (\text{ON} \ A \ F) \ (\text{ON} \ C \ E) \ (\text{ON} \ F \ D)))\]

in which the skills developed in the previous training sequence are displayed. Since there is no answer in the Answer Library for this conjunction, the problem goes off to the code-writer who first proposes, to himself, the linear theory program:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{(HPROG \ AND2O} \\
\text{(LINE I.21 (ACHIEVE (ON D A)))} \\
\text{(LINE I.22 (ACHIEVE (ON B E)))} \\
\text{(LINE I.23 (ACHIEVE (ON A E)))} \\
\text{(LINE I.24 (ACHIEVE (ON C E)))} \\
\text{(LINE I.25 (ACHIEVE (ON F D)))} \\
\end{align*}
\]

The comments on this code are now read to the critics. Besides the built-in critic who insures that prerequisites go before the lines they serve, we now have two new critics which embody the knowledge that: "Before anything is placed on an object, that object must be placed" and "If more than one object is to be placed on one surface, space must be reserved for each of the objects on the surface before any is placed." These critics could be named the "Tower Critic" and the "Floorylan Critic."

L21 is read off, but nothing much happens. The reading of L22 is similarly uninteresting. L23, however, fires off both critics. The Tower Critic notices that A is being
moved (to put it on E) after D was put on A. This is an order error which requires that L23 be brought before L21. The Floorplan Critic notes that since both B and A are being placed on E, some preliminary planning will be needed. Next L24 is read off causing the Floorplan Critic to amend his advice to include C on E along with B and A. When line L25 is read off nothing bad is noted. The code-writer now reads his mail and implements the changes requested, that L23 be before L21 and that there be a special space-planning line inserted before L22, L23, and L24. The resulting program looks like:

```
(HPROG AND20
  (LINE I.26 (RESOLVE (ACHIEVE (PLACE-FOR B E))
              (ACHIEVE (PLACE-FOR A E))
              (ACHIEVE (PLACE-FOR C E)) ))
  (LINE I.23 (ACHIEVE (ON A E)))
  (LINE I.21 (ACHIEVE (ON D A)))
  (LINE I.22 (ACHIEVE (ON B E)))
  (LINE I.24 (ACHIEVE (ON C E)))
  (LINE I.25 (ACHIEVE (ON F D))) )
```

The program is now re-aired. Since no more criticisms accrue, it is released for use. Line L26 is run and expanded into:

```
(LINE I.26 (ACHIEVE (PLACE-FOR (B A C) E)))
```

Currently there is no space for anything on E because F is on E. The two-strategy program written and debugged in
chapter VI is called. The first strategy is tried: Is there any object on E which can be removed? F is on E without good reason, so it is removed and placed on the table. The test is now run, and now there is room on E for the composite object (B A C). Hence the test succeeds, after erecting ghosts on E for B, A, and C. Line L26 returns to AND20 and next L23 is run. A is to be placed in its ghost (on the middle of E). But D is on A so when L1 (the CLEARTOP line written in chapter IV) is run, D is placed on TABLF, then A is moved to fill its place on E.

Next line L21 is run, and D is moved for a second time — an interrupt occurs which examines the situation and determines that it is OK, not one of the known bug types; the interrupt is dismissed — and placed on A. L22 is run, B is to be placed on F, but first B must have a CLEARTOP so C is removed and put on TABLE. Then B is put on E. L24 is run and C is placed on E. Here again, an interrupt on DOUBLE-MOVE is made and dismissed. (In a more intelligent system than HACKER this particular manifestation would not be so easily dismissed. It is easy to see that C didn't have to be moved twice because it could have been placed correctly the first time. Fixing this, however, would require a complete reorganization of the CLEARTOP program so that it could take non-local advice from a free variable whose value would be set by AND20 initially. Perhaps this is an indication of where one could attack the "overview"
Finally L25 is run, F is balanced on D. F has also been moved twice, but no error is noted and the program proceeds as expected, completing the problem.
IX. Types of Bugs

In this chapter we will examine the processing of bugs. We will follow this processing from the point at which a bug is detected through the time at which a patch is determined.

A. Entry to the error system

There are three ways by which a bug may become known to the error system:

1. A primitive may be called to perform a task impossible for that primitive. For example, PUTON may be told to move an object which cannot be moved (as a primitive operation) because there is an object supported by the object to be moved. The primitive makes its complaint directly to the error system, passing it the error comment UNSATISFIED-PREREQUISITE and what it would need to be true (in this instance) for the commanded action to be possible. In conventional programming, most error comments are of this type. If, for example, one tries to divide by zero or take the square root of a negative number, any reasonable programming system will complain and not allow the program to continue. (Clever systems allow the user to specify what to do in such a situation, if he wants to extend the meanings of the primitives.)

2. The error system may also be called from the protection
monitor (see XIII, The Protection Mechanism) if a protected subgoal is clobbered between the time it is established and the time it is no longer needed. This results in an interrupt of the performance program, a call to the error system with the error comment PROTECTION-VIOLATION and a specification (to be explained) of the protection violated. This kind of error comment does not really occur in conventional programming, though good programmers often insert consistency checks into their programs to test for "impossible" situations.

3. Finally, the error system may be called if the performance program violates some "aesthetic" principle of the particular knowledge domain being manipulated. For example, in the Blocks World it is unaesthetic to move an object twice in the same problem. This may not be a real bug, but it is worth investigating because it may point at an important interaction. In the Blocks World primitives there are explicit checks for double move problems, which result in calls to the error system with the error comment DOUBLE-MOVE and a descriptor of the first move. Again, in human programming there is no counterpart to an aesthetic interrupt, unless for example the programmer notices that his program is doing something stupid, like calculating the same result twice.
In any case, when a (potential) problem is noticed and passed off to the error system, we say that a bug has become manifest.

It is interesting to note that because of the comprehensive error detection system, HACKER has a far easier task than the human programmer. For the human there is often a problem in isolating the manifestation of a bug; a good deal of debugging time is spent "catching" and identifying the manifestation. Primitives often, for the sake of efficiency, do not check their prerequisites. In MIT-AI LISP [Note 13], for example, CAR when applied to an atom does not complain. It returns a useless undefined quantity which can be passed around without difficulty. Only later, when some other primitive tries to operate on the result, does the system stop and complain. By this time, of course, an indefinite computation has happened and it may be difficult to find out where the original problem occurred. The protection mechanism, under CAREFUL evaluation, also provides the ability to localize a bug before it propagates. I have often spent long hours trying to find out how a variable whose value I am depending upon has been clobbered. It would be nice, when writing the code, to be able to specify (as a comment) those lines which depend upon a value being preserved, and then be warned if the value is clobbered in the scope of such a protection.
B. Bug Classification

When an error enters the error system we say that a bug is manifest; it is not yet, however, understood, in the sense that a patch can be rationally concocted to fix it. It is the function of the bug classifier to take a manifest bug and understand its underlying cause so as to instruct the patcher about a fix.

This step is necessary because, unfortunately, there is no one-to-one correspondence between bug manifestations and underlying causes. For example (and let us call this example NO-1-2.1 for later), suppose that in the Scenario, section 1 never happened. Then in problem 2.1 the program MAKE-ON would not have line L1 in it to set up a (CLEARTOP a) for line MC1, (PUTON a b). If we pose problem 2.1, the program for (MAKE (AND (ON A B) (ON B C))) initially reads:

\[
\begin{align*}
& (HPROG AND2 \\
& \quad (LINE L2 (ACHIEVE (ON A B)))) \\
& \quad (LINE L4 (ACHIEVE (ON B C)))
\end{align*}
\]

When this program is run, L3 puts A on B and L4 tries to put B on C. But A is on B so PUTON complains:
(BUG UNSATISIFIED-PREREQUISITE (NOT (ON A P)))

However, in the real Scenario, with section 1 before section 2, the "same" bug became manifest as:

(BUG PROTECTION-VIOLATION <chronotext>)

where what I mean by the same bug is that the underlying cause of both instances is the same — that a prerequisite of making (ON P C) true, (CLEAR TOP B), is incompatible with the truth of (ON A B). Prerequisite insertion in this example is only a side issue, as such insertion will only convert the bug manifestation from an UNSATISIFIED-PREREQUISITE to a PROTECTION-VIOLATION.

Now that we see why the bug classifier is needed, we should turn our attention to how it works. This is, however, a rather difficult problem, as the current bug classifier in HACKER is an ad-hoc program and thus, the body of knowledge (called Types of Bugs in the overview flowchart) on which it operates is difficult to separate out and display. This, of course, makes Types of Bugs also very difficult to extend. The hope is, however, that Types of Bugs is essentially independent of the problem domain and need only be expanded when new problem solving methods (the Programming Techniques Library) are introduced. An important area for development of HACKER-like problem
solving methods would be the systematization of the knowledge in Types of Bugs in a more modular form.

The bug classifier was written by introspection. I carefully watched myself debug programs having bugs of the types we shall examine and attempted to abstract the mechanism from my behavior. Thus another difficulty with explaining the bug classifier is that we must be sure to separate the actions of the bug classifier from the arguments for those actions and the deductions on which they are based due to the author.

First let us make some general observations. What does a human programmer do when he has his program stopped at the first place where something has manifestly gone wrong? First he says, "What the @!*! is my program doing?" and then he starts thinking. I actually think that his comment is revealing - he is thinking about what his program is doing - its dynamic behavior. Assuming he has a debugging system available, he examines:

1. the (lexical) locus of failure, reading nearby comments in his listing;
2. the dynamic environment — the stack and the dynamic registers (variables) in this section of code.
He thinks about why control got here and how it did. The why can usually be ascertained from the stack and the comments; it looks like a string of "A called B to accomplish C for reason D." The how is more difficult, as it has a chronological component. He tries to reconstruct previous states of the computer and apply this how-why analysis to them. (Usually this is very difficult because information is lost.) In short, he produces a (partial) abstract model of the process which his program produced. This model contains both a temporal (how) and a teleological (why) component. The model is used in conjunction with the manifestation to compute the underlying cause, hence the patch. Please note that in this document the words "how" and "why" are technical words. They are being given precise meanings. Words are chosen to take on technical meanings by virtue of the mnemonic value of their everyday meanings which are perceived to relate to the technical meanings assigned to them. Numerous other such words have been used without comment, such as "purpose" and "goal".

Here again, HACKER has a distinct advantage over the human programmer. When in CAREFUL mode, a HACKER program leaves a chronological trace behind it, using the CONNIWER context mechanism [Note 14]. For each side effect, a new context frame is pushed on this chronological trace, the CHRONOTEXT, so that at any point, say when a bug becomes manifest, HACKER has available to him a sequence of worlds,
each incrementally different from the next, representing in reverse chronological order, the series of states the world has been through as a result of the execution of the program. HACKER also has available to him the current control stack, and for each of the frames of CHRONTEXT he has the control stack as it was at the time of creation of that frame. This ability derives from the CONNIVER control structure in which both HACKER and the programs he writes are embedded. HACKER is also aided by the fact that his code is completely commented with active comments which define the teleological structure of the process. The currently active PURPOSE comments are accessible by the bug classifier. They describe what the program is trying to accomplish. Let’s see now how HACKER uses these structures available to him.

We have seen that there is no one-to-one correspondence between bug manifestations and underlying causes, so given a particular manifestation more information is needed to pick out a particular underlying cause. I claim that the bugs can be disambiguated by asking questions of and about the history and teleology of the process. For the bug types which I have classified there are six questions which perform this disambiguation. There are three possible manifestation types and six possible outcomes of which four are recognized underlying causes. Figure 2 gives an overview of bug classification. The questions and those
paths through the classifier which occur in the Scenario will be discussed in the text following. Some of the questions are rather complex and cannot be reasonably presented without their explanation. For reference, however, the underlying causes are:

PCB  Prerequisite-Conflict-Brothers
PM  Prerequisite-Missing
PCBG  Prerequisite-Clobbers-Brother-Goal
SCB  Strategy-Clobbers-Brother

Going back to Scenario section 1, when (PUTON B C) failed because A was on B, it complained to the error system by executing:

(BUG UNSATISFIED-PREREQUISITE (NOT (ON A B))).

The FUG function dispatched on the manifestation type UNSATISFIED-PREREQUISITE to code for that kind of manifestation. We note that PUTON sent an argument, (NOT (ON A B)), explaining specifically what it was upset about — PUTON requires (NOT (ON A B)) to be true. Now, (ON A B) may be part of a currently protected subgoal. Thus the first question is:

1. Would it conflict with any of my current goals to make (NOT (ON A B)) true now?
The answer to this question is obtained by postulating a hypothetical world in which \((\text{NOT } (\text{ON A B}))\) is true and seeing if the protection on any currently active PURPOSE comment is violated in that world. (See details in XIII, Protection Mechanism). In the real Scenario, in section 1, the answer to this question is NO. (In the situation discussed at the beginning of this section, NO-1-2.1, the answer is YES! so this test separates them.) But knowing that there is no conflict is not all; perhaps the program is fighting with itself and there is a more efficient technique. Perhaps we should check for this:

2. Was \((\text{NOT } (\text{ON A F}))\) ever true before in this problem?

The answer to this question is obtained by searching back through CRONTXT looking for a time when \((\text{NOT } (\text{ON A B}))\) was true. In the real Scenario section 1 bug, the answer is NO. At this point the bug classifier has decided that the bug is not due to interference from other steps, it is just a simple case of PREREQUISITE--MISSING (PM). We now know just what kind of patch is necessary, insert the prerequisite, though we do not yet know what prerequisite to insert. This is explained quite explicitly in chapter IV, so it will not be repeated here.

If, however, the answer to question 1 was YES as in NO-1-2.1, we see that the current step is really fighting
some previous step. If we tried to establish the prerequisite here we would get a PROTECTION-VIOLATION. The answer to question 1 is not simply a YES, but rather the CHRONTEXT of the protector of the violated subgoal. This takes us into the diagnosis of PROTECTION-VIOLATIONS.

When a protection violation occurs, the protection violator is interrupted and a call is made to the bug classifier:

(BUG PROTECTION-VIOLATION <PCHRONTEXT>)

where PCHRONTEXT is the CHRONTEXT of the protector of the violated subgoal. Consider, for example, problem 2.1 from the scenario. The questions which are to be asked to classify PROTECTION-VIOLATIONS, questions 7 and 4, will be much more complex than questions 1 and 2. Some preparation is necessary (for both us and HACKER), before the questions can be answered (or even stated). Please examine Figure 3. You are looking at a model of the information available to the bug classifier at the time of failure in 2.1 due to the PROTECTION-VIOLATION. This is a chronological model; time increases to the right. It is not a linear representation with respect to time; I have expanded those sections of interest and shrunk those I am not interested in. Vertically, you are looking at the height of the control stack. Arrows pointing to the right are the scopes of
PURPOSE comments; those which point into space are the purposes of main steps. There is one prerequisite arrow labeled (CLEARTOP P) pointing from the stack frame labeled L1:UNTIL to the one labeled M01. Near the middle of the bottom line (the time base) is a small arrow marking the present (the bug manifestation point). Thus only stuff to the left of that arrow exists; the stuff to the right is deduced as follows:

We (the bug classifier) are given PCHRONTEXT and CHRONTEXT, the current state of the world. From CHRONTEXT, we can find the top of the stack, that frame marked M01:FUTON. Somehow, it is violating the protection on the scope of the comment originating on L3 (from PCHRONTEXT). Why are we in M01:FUTON? We can look up the purpose of M01 in HACKER'S NOTEBOOK:

(PURPOSE M01 (MAKE (ON a b)) MAKE-ON)

Instantiating the current values of a and b (A and TABLE) we find that this is a main step of MAKE-ON. That, however, is a subcalculation of L1:UNTIL which is a prerequisite calculation for an M01 (yet to be called) which is a main step of MAKE-ON, which is a subcalculation of UNLESS, which is a subcalculation of L4:ACHIEVE-ON, which is a main step of the AND2. Thus, by looking at the stacks pointed at by PCHRONTEXT and CHRONTEXT, and the comments in the data-base about the code, we can construct an abstract teleological process model. This model is constructed and looks like
Figure 4. In this figure, a box signifies a computation, an arrow a teleological link labeled by the subgoal. A teleological link points from the computation which makes the subgoal true to the computation which requires its truth. A plain arrow is a main-step link; a special arrow is used for prerequisites. Any number of consecutive main-step and subcalculation links form one main-step. The triangles labeled pc and c are the PCHRONTXT and CHRONTEXT pointers respectively.

Now that we understand what a teleological process model looks like and how it is constructed from the information available at bug manifestation time, we can understand the meaning of question 3 and how it is to be answered.

3. Is the protection violator a prerequisite calculation (perhaps hypothetical) for a step whose purpose is to satisfy a brother goal (of a conjunction) to the one violated?

This question, about the structure of the teleological process model, is a pattern which is matched against the model (Figure 5). If the pattern matches, the bug is classified as of type PREREQUISITE-CLORBERS-BROTHER-GOAL (PCBG). The PROTECTION-VIOLATION of problem 2.1 and the UNSATISFIED-PRFREQUISITE of NO-1-2.1 are both of this type. For 2.1, the actual statement of classification is:
The abstract model of the PROTECTION–VIOLATION manifestation problem 2.1.

figure 4

The pattern represented by question 3.
The dotted line is any structure containing no prerequisite links.
Now that we have the underlying cause of the bug in problem 2.1, how can we patch it? The offending prerequisite must, in any case, be done before its step. Its scope must extend until that step. But since the first and second steps are brothers (they are both for the same target), their scopes must overlap. Thus, since the scope of the first step and the scope of the prerequisite of the second step are incompatible, the only way to prevent overlap is to move the second step before the first. This is summarized as:

\[
(\text{FACT} \ (\text{PATCH} \ (\text{PREREQUISITE-CLOOEERS-BROTHER-GOAL} \\
\quad \text{prog line1 line2 prereq}) \\
\quad (\text{BEFORE line2 line1})))
\]

which when executed forces line2 to move up to before line1.

In Scenario problem 3.5 we encounter a different kind of protection violation. We won't go through the teleological model generation here, as it is just like before. The resulting abstract teleological process model for the bug manifestation occurring here is shown in Figure 6. There are several good reasons why question 3 is false here. For one thing, there is no conjunction computation at all. In fact, here we are seeing a fight between two (hopefully) cumulative strategies for improving
the chance that the desired goal, (PLACE-FOR D B), is true. In order to spot this kind of interaction so that it may be removed (if possible) to improve cooperation between the strategies, the bug classifier asks:

4. Is the protection violator a brother strategy to the one violated?

This question (see Figure 7) matches the situation in problem 3.5. The bug is recognized and classified by this pattern match as a STRATEGY-CLOBBERS-BROTHER (SCB). The underlying cause is:

\[(\text{STRATEGY-CLOBBERS-BROTHER S6 I7 L8})\]

Now that we have classified this bug we must decide what to do to fix it. It is interesting to note that if we were in a conjunction, rather than a STRATEGIES-FOR, this would be a very touchy situation. The actual step causing the PROTECTION-VIOLATION is (PUTON A TABLE), a main step of the strategy (NOT (CLUTTERED B)), rather than a prerequisite step. In a conjunction both (COMPACT P) and (NOT (CLUTTERED B)) would be expected to be true at the end (to satisfy the conjunctive goal). If (NOT (CLUTTERED B)) and (COMPACT B) were truly incompatible (contradictory) the required program would be impossible. Since we are in a STRATEGIES-FOR, however, there is no requirement for either
The abstract model of the PROTECTION–VIOLATION manifestation in problem 3.5.

The pattern represented by question 4. Here the dotted line indicates any computation containing not more than one prerequisite link.
(NOT (CLUTTERED B)) or (COMPACT B) to be true when STRATEGIES-FOR returns, only that (PLACE-FOR D B) be true. Hence even if we cannot resolve the conflict, this PROTECTION-VIOLATION is non-fatal. HACKER, however, hopes that the strategies are cumulative on the real goal, (PLACE-FOR D P). It is advantageous to reduce conflicts, if possible. It may help to interchange the strategies; thus the suggested patch:

\[
(\text{FACT (PATCH (STRATEGY-CLOPPERS-BROTHER}} \\
\quad \text{prog line1 line2}} \\
\quad \text{(TRY-BEFORE line2 line1)))}
\]

TRY-BEFORE is not binding like BEFORE; if the resulting sort is over-determined, a TRY-BEFORE may be ignored. In this case the hope that the strategies are cumulative is realized.

If a PROTECTION-VIOLATION bug occurs which cannot be recognized by either of the two previous patterns, it is deemed anomalous. An example of such a problem and how it is handled can be found in XIV, Anomalous Situations.

In chapter VII we meet another kind of bug call, (BUG DOUBLE-MOVE <FCHRONTEXT>), from the Blocks World aesthetics. It has much of the flavor of a protection violation. Whereas in a PROTECTION-VIOLATION we are presented with an argument between the protector and the violator, here we are presented with a less serious argument
between the first and second mover of an object, in this case A. I have only worked out the classification of one type of DOUBLE-MOVE situation characterized by a YFS to question 5. We will see that question 5 is more complex than any of the preceding classifiers and must be broken into several steps.

First, we look at the abstract teleological process model of the problem in question (see Figure 8). Because we are in a complex situation, a brief summary of the facts leading to this model is in order. At the present time (the bug is manifest) we are in (PUSH A LEFT) which is a main step for the (COMPACT C) strategy for (PLACE-FOR B C). (A strategy of a STRATEGY-FOR is a main step.) (PLACE-FOR B C), however, is the goal of L5, a prerequisite calculation for M01:(PUTON B C). M01 is a main step of MAKE-ON, which was called by UNLESS, which is a main step of ACHIEVE-ON, which was called by L13, a main step of AND11, a result of the command. The first move of A was in M01:(PUTON A C), a main step of MAKE-ON, which was called by UNLESS, which is a main step of ACHIEVE-ON, which was called by L12, a brother step of L13 in AND11.

We see that Figure 8 is similar to Figure 4. The first component of question 5 reflects that similarity in its similarity to question 3:

5.1. Is the second mover a prerequisite calculation for a step whose purpose is to satisfy a brother goal (of a
conjunction) to the first mover?

Question 5.1 is diagrammed in Figure 9. You will note that, in the pattern match, the prerequisite link is remembered in the variable pre. (Actually, in all the matches made, all boxes and lines are remembered for construction of the underlying cause specification. Here, however, the use is more conscious.) If 5.1 answers NO, question 5 fails. If 5.1 answers YES (as in problem 4.1, being discussed), we go on. The next subquestion is:

5.2. Was pre ever true before in this problem?

This subquestion is answered (as was question 2) by searching down CHRONTEXT for the first place where (PLACE-FOR B C) was true. In 4.1 it was certainly true at the beginning of the problem. It was not true after L12, (ACHIEVE (ON A C)). It was certainly not true after (PUTON A C). But it was not true even before the PUTON was executed. It became false when (TEST (PLACE-FOR A C)) was executed because that is when the GHOST of A was placed in the center of C. But that was done to (ACHIEVE (PLACE-FOR A C)), a prerequisite of (PUTON A C), the first mover of A. Let us call the CHRONTEXT where (PLACE-FOR B C) became false FCHRONTEXT, and extend our process model to include it (see Figure 10). The final step in the chain is:
The abstract process model for the DOUBLE-MOVE manifestation in problem 4.1.

The pattern represented by question 5.1.
The Extended Process Model of 4.1.
5.2. Is FC a part of a prerequisite calculation for PC?

As we see in figure 11, 5.2 is TRUE. This completes the chain of reasoning of question 5 successfully, resulting in the diagnosis of a PREREQUISITE-CLOBBERS-BROTHERS (PCB):

\[(\text{PREREQUISITE-CONFLICT-BROTHERS AND11 (PLACE-FOR A C) L12}})\]
\[\{(\text{PLACE-FOR B C) L13})\}]]

This diagnosis is certainly complex enough. Before we lose the forest for the trees let's informally go through the diagnosis again. (ACHIEVE (PLACE-FOR A C)) is a prerequisite of (PUTON A C), a main step of one of a pair of brother subgoals. The other brother's main step, (PUTON B C), has (ACHIEVE (PLACE-FOR B C)) as its prerequisite. The (ACHIEVE (PLACE-FOR A C)) is choosing a place to put A. When (ACHIEVE (PLACE-FOR B C)) is called to find a place for B it finds itself moving A. Clearly there is a conflict. It would be nice to fix the conflict so that A wouldn't have to be moved twice. This would require that the choice of place for A know about the need for a place for B. But no one except AND11 knows that both A and B are going to be put on C. If anything can be done to fix this problem it must be done at the level of AND11 — If two employees of an organization are fighting, the trouble is with their immediate joint superior; he must parcel out the tasks in such a way that they do not conflict. That is just
what the diagnosis said; "There is trouble in AND11, a conflict between L12 and L13. The trouble is that their prerequisites, as listed, conflict." Now, the bug patcher doesn't know how to resolve the conflict as that is a detail of the problem domain. He does, however, know that such conflicts can be resolved by a special setup line before either L12 or L13, as described in chapter VII:

(FACT (PATCH (PREREQUISITE-CONFLICT-BROTHERS prog
    (pre1 line1)
    (pre2 line2))
  (NEWLINE prog
    (RESOLVE (ACHIEVE pre1) (ACHIEVE pre2))
    (((ACHIEVE pre1) line1)
     (((ACHIEVE pre2) line2) ))))

It should also be clear that a PCB bug can be manifest as an UNSATISFIED-PREREQUISITE; that was what question 2 was about. I will not go into the precise description of question 6 which does this recognition. If you understood this chapter, you should have no trouble deriving it yourself.

Note to the Reader:

I hope you got through this section. I know that it is pretty tough, I had to write it! Debugging of computer programs is a difficult, intellectually challenging activity; we should expect it to be complex. I have only catalogued a few types of bugs, because it is so difficult.
The important thing to see, however, is that debugging is at least to some extent independent of the problem domain; that some bugs are purely a result of the procedural representation (that things are done in sequential discrete steps); and that there is such a thing as a "programmer," an expert at procedural matters.
X. Generalization and Subroutinization

The central feature of HACKER is that he learns from experience, that he gets better with practice. In order that this be possible, HACKER must be able to apply the knowledge learned in the solution of a specific problem to the solution of new problems.

In some cases this is easy, as in the insertion and expansion of CLEARTOP in Scenario section 1. The system knew (could deduce) from Blocks World Knowledge, that for any value of a in (PUTON a b) it is necessary that (CLEARTOP a) be true. Since this general prerequisite was inserted into, and expanded in, a program of general usefulness, MAKE-ON, the benefits of this discovery are automatically passed on. The essential improvement of performance comes from the fact that after this is learned, it becomes "second nature" to CLEARTOP an object before trying to put it on something. HACKER no longer has to worry about that particular complaint from PUTON, nor does he ever again have to perform the search (for how to CLEARTOP) summarized by the expansion. In Scenario section 3, learning about space allocation, much the same is true; HACKER is again patching a generally useful program. Even the fix of the strategy misordering can proliferate to any program using MAKE-ON.

If there were no subroutines in the Answer Library,
like MAKE-ON, each problem would lead to the construction of a new program, and thus, even though we can force future programs to be written correctly, using critics, all of the expansions would have to be done for each case, and an expansion can entail an exponential search. Thus subroutines are an excellent means of maintaining a summary of valuable knowledge which has been deduced in creating and fixing them. It thus is appropriate for HACKER to attempt to subroutinize if possible, so that if a patch is made to a piece of code, the benefits are felt everywhere that code is called. This is not to say, however, that every intermediate step in an expansion should be subroutinized; this would only clog the Answer Library with large numbers of subroutines, most of which would never be called except from one other routine. This would so break up the Answer Library that debugging would be more difficult — the structure of the problem would not be reflected in the structure of the program. Hence, HACKER only subroutinizes when he notices that he is about to expand the "same" pattern for a second time. In this chapter I will explain how HACKER decides that two patterns are the "same". This is used not only in subroutinization, but also in compiling critics, as we shall see.

Consider the problem of determining just what it means for two problems, say (ACHIEVE (ON A B)) and (ACHIEVE (ON B C)), to be the "same". We COMBINE the two
patterns, getting $\text{ACHIEVE (ON \{A P\} \{P C\})}$ [Note 15]. The two problems are the same with respect to any manipulation (say the one which is the solution of the first problem) which does not depend upon the bracketed expressions being constant. Thus, a program written to solve $\text{ACHIEVE (ON A B)}$ can be used for $\text{ACHIEVEF (ON B C)}$, with the appropriate substitution, if it was written without depending upon particular properties of the objects A and P. The problem, then, is to distinguish just what constants in the goal pattern (and the program) can be consistently variablized.

Exactly this problem comes up in the example in Scenario section 2 where HACKER is trying to solve:

$$(\text{MAKE (AND (ON A B) (ON B C))})$$

The AND trick proposes that this be solved by:

$$(\text{HPROG AND2 (LINE L3 (ACHIEVE (ON A P))) (LINE L4 (ACHIEVE (ON B C))}))$$

where:

$$(\text{GOAL AND2 (MAKE (AND (ON A B) (ON B C)))})$$
$$(\text{PURPOSE L3 (ACHIEVE (ON A B)) AND2})$$
$$(\text{PURPOSE L4 (ACHIEVE (ON B C)) AND2})$$
One difficulty with AND2, besides the order error, is that at that point HACKER did not know how to (ACHIEVE (ON A B)), but only how to (MAKE (ON A B)). Thus in the running of L3 the fact

\[
(FACT \ (CODE \ (ACHIEVE \ goal) \\
\quad \ (UNLESS \ (TEST \ goal)(MAKE \ goal))))
\]

was used to expand (ACHIEVE (ON A B)), getting

\[
(HPROC \ AND2 \\
\quad (LINE \ L3 \ (UNLESS \ (TEST \ (ON \ A \ B)) \\
\quad \quad (MAKE \ (ON \ A \ B)))) \\
\quad (LINE \ L4 \ (ACHIEVE \ (ON \ B \ C))))
\]

Chapter V then goes on to explain that when running line L4 HACKER notices that the code written in L3 is good for L4 as well, and it gets extracted, generalized, and subroutinized. We are now about to understand how this is done.

At this point I’ll have to admit that the code written for L3 is really slightly more hairy than I showed you. (You’ll excuse my lying for clarity of exposition; the honest truth is explained at length in XII, Details of Program Construction.) The truth is:
(HPROG A;D2
 (LINE L3
  (HPROG E5
   (LINE L6 (UNLESS (TEST (CN A B))
                (MAKE (CN A B)))))
   (LINE L4 (ACHIEVE (ON B C)))))

Not much different, except for tags to add comments:

(PURPOSE L6 (ACHIEVE (ON A B)) E5)

(GOAL E5 (ACHIEVE (ON A B)))

These aren't very exciting either, so I left them out before, but the key is what happens to the GOAL comment on E5. The fun began back when we selected the FACT used to write E5. As the pattern match was done in CAREFUL mode, the code-writer took notes on what he did. The actual match was:

(CODE (ACHIEVE (ON A B)) code)

against:

(CODE (ACHIEVE goal) (UNLESS ... ))

where code wanted to be assigned a value. Notice that in the calling pattern, the only constant in (the original) L3 matched against a constant in the FACT was ACHIEVE. This caused the following notation to be made:
(CONSTANT ACHIEVE).

Next, E5 is written, displacing the (ACHIEVE...) in L3. E5 is run, also in CAREFUL mode. The first thing it does is (TEST (ON A B)) which matches (TO (TEST (ON x y))...). This match is also monitored and two more notations are made in HACKER's notebook:

(CONSTANT TEST)
(CONSTANT ON)

Next, the (MAKE (ON A B)) is evaluated. It matches against (TO (MAKE (ON a b))...), causing:

(CONSTANT MAKE)
(CONSTANT ON) - already present

E5 returns, after doing its job successfully, to the code-writer. The code-writer then picks up

(GOAL E5 (ACHIEVE (ON A B)))

a comment he wrote, and goes through it, looking up the notations that have been made on the constants it contains. The only CONSTANT matches were on ACHIEVE and ON; A and B
were matched against variables only (all the way down to primitives!). Thus we did nothing which limits this code to work for constants A and B only. (This is also an expository lie; actually there are some restrictions, see XV, Formal Objects.) Thus it is a good bet that if we substituted anything else for A or B the program would continue to work. The code-writer then formalizes this conjecture by adding the comment:

\[(\text{NOTICE } (\text{ACHIEVE } (\text{ON } u \text{ v})) \ E5 \ ((u \ A) \ (v \ B)))\]

Now it should be clear what is happening. When L4 begins to run, the code-writer is again called upon to write code for \((\text{ACHIEVE } (\text{ON } B \ C))\). Now the code-writer, like all reasonable hackers, is lazy. Before writing code for a specific goal he checks to see if there is any nice chunk lying around that might work. It is easy to see that \((\text{ACHIEVE } (\text{ON } B \ C))\) matches \((\text{ACHIEVE } (\text{ON } u \ v))\), and thus he notices the possible subroutine. He then extracts the subroutine, by replacing E5 with a call to E5 (from the GOAL comment), and then substitutes u for A and v for B in the code for E5 (and in all comments on E5), and defines it as a subroutine, getting the applicability pattern from the NOTICE comment.

No magic, but then again, it's pretty fancy sleight-of-hand. Just how far does it go? How general is this method?
What bugs will it produce in more complex cases? I don't know, in general; much work remains to be done. Just what is happening here? HACKER generalizes by observing just what he thinks he can get away with, and then trying it out. Introspectively, it feels like just what I do when writing a program. I write a special purpose piece of code, using as general techniques as I can, and then realize that the same code can be used elsewhere because the techniques employed in that code do not completely restrict its use to the case for which it was written.

One bug with the scheme described above is overvariableization due to incidental identification of constants. It is most clearly illustrated by an example in a completely different domain, that of LOGO turtle geometry problems [Note 16].

Ira Goldstein was observing a child in MATHLAND. The child had constructed a procedure for drawing an equilateral triangle. The general program (not the one the child had) is:

```
FORWARD :x
RIGHT 120
FORWARD :x
RIGHT 120
FORWARD :x
```

for a triangle of side length x. The child’s program, however, was a macro-expansion (it seems) of the general one
for side-length 120:

    FORWARD 120
    RIGHT 120
    FORWARD 120
    RIGHT 120
    FORWARD 120

The child then decided to change the side length to 90:

    FORWARD 90
    RIGHT 90
    FORWARD 90
    RIGHT 90
    FORWARD 90

He was quite surprised at the result! Of course, his problem is that he forgot that some of the 120s are measurements of side-length and others are angular rotation. The accidental equality of the constants, combined with forgetting the semantics of the situation, caused this mild disaster.

That child, and the algorithm described above, have the same bug! They both forgot the semantics of the constants in the code. A better algorithm would not so forget, but this is another good "linear" approximation.

Both the variablizer and the COMBINE function described above are available to the critic compiler (see chapter XI) who must generalize on the purpose comments of lines of code which are interacting to cause a bug. In problem 2.1, for example, if the purpose comments of the interacting lines,
L3 and L4, are simultaneously variablized (with respect to the same dictionary — the correspondence of variables to constants they replace), they become (ACHIEVE (ON a b)) and (ACHIEVE (ON b c)) because at debugging time, the constants A, B, and C were unrestricted, in the sense of HACKER's algorithm, and could thus be replaced by variables. Since, however, B appeared in both expressions, it was replaced in both instances by b.
XI. Critic Compilation

When code is written to achieve a conjunctive expression, unless something special is known about the conjuncts, HACKER assumes that they are independently achievable in any order. This assumption may fail in a variety of ways. We have seen that there may be a necessary (but not always sufficient — see XIV, Anomalous Situations) order of achievement of subgoals because one subgoal may necessarily destroy another. It may also be the case that subgoals interact so as to fight over some resource, such as space, where if they can be induced to cooperate, the conflict disappears. Interaction problems can also occur between (cumulative) strategies in heuristic programs, such as the space allocator. As we have seen (in IX, Types of Bugs), HACKER can distinguish among various types of interaction problems and concoct patches to fix them. As the program patched may be some generally useful subroutine, such as the space allocator, a part of MAKE-ON, the benefit of the debugging can be felt in the solution of future problems; HACKER has learned something. In other cases, however, such as building a three-high tower, the resulting program, even when variablized, is not of much general use. In fact, HACKER cannot even recognize the fact that

\[(\text{MAKE} \ (\text{AND} \ (\text{ON} \ A \ B) \ (\text{ON} \ B \ C)))\]

is the "same" problem as

\[(\text{MAKE} \ (\text{AND} \ (\text{ON} \ B \ C) \ (\text{ON} \ A \ B)))\]

or that it is a subproblem of
(MAKE (AND (ON A B) (ON B C) (ON C D))). It would be painful to have to do the same debugging for each instance of the problem in the four-high tower above, but the essential problem is the same: Structures must be built from the bottom up. How can we make HACKER learn this in general, from one example, so as not to make the same mistake again? The answer is the criticism mechanism wherein programs being written are criticized for interaction bugs and patched before they are released for use. The critics watch over the shoulder of the code-writer. For each line inserted in the new program, the code-writer adds its purpose comments to the data-base. The critics are IF-ADDED methods [Note 10] who trigger on purposes of particular forms. If a critic discovers an error, he leaves a message for the code-writer, who then retracts the proposed program, edits it as directed, and then re-exposes it to the critics. (See XII, Details of Program Construction, for the types and interpretations of the messages.) In this chapter we examine how critics are constructed from bug descriptions.

PREREQUISITE-MISSING bugs do not form any critics because such bugs are simple to patch; no backtracking in the "real" Blocks World is done because the program has done nothing wrong yet.
PREREQUISITE-CLOBBERS-BROTHER-GOAL bugs, as in the three-high tower example, however, must compile critics so as to avoid similar troubles in the future. In problem 2.1, the three-high tower problem, the bug was characterized as:

(PREREQUISITE-CLOBBERS-BROTHER-GOAL
 AND2 L3 L4 (CLEAR-TOP B))

This means that: "In AND2 the goal of line L3 was clobbered by the achievement of (CLEAR-TOP B), a prerequisite of L4." This type of bug is specifically a pairwise conflict between ordered brother lines (lines whose purpose comments have the same target) in a conjunctive situation. Thus, to spot this bug at code-writing time we just need to keep an eye open for trying to achieve goals of the form (ON a b) and (ON b c) in that order for the same target. The critic compiler knows this by looking up the instructions for compiling a critic for this kind of bug in Types of Critics (see Overview flowchart, figure 1):

(FACT (CRITIC (PREREQUISITE-CLOBBERS-BROTHER-GOAL
 prog line1 line2 pre)
 (WATCH-FOR (ORDER (PURPOSE 1line goal1 target)
 (PURPOSE 2line goal2 target))
 (PREREQUISITE-CLOBBERS-BROTHER-GOAL
 current-prog 1line 2line prereq)))
 "AUX" ((DICT ()))
 (CSETQ goal1 (VARIABLE (GOAL line1))
 goal2 (VARIABLE (GOAL line2))
 prereq (VARIABLE pre)) )
This instructs the critic compiler as follows: In this general fact, \( \text{prog} = \text{AND2}, \text{line1} = \text{L3}, \text{line2} = \text{L4}, \text{pre} = (\text{CLEARTOP} \ \text{P}) \). Next, \( \text{goal1} \) is set to the result of variablizing the goal of \( \text{L3} \), the second slot in its purpose comment. Since the goal of \( \text{L3} \) is \((\text{ACHIEVE} \ (\text{ON} \ A \ B))\), this yields, by the magic in chapter \( X \), Generalization and Subroutinization, \((\text{ACHIEVE} \ (\text{ON} \ a \ b))\). Next, the goal of \( \text{L4} \), \((\text{ACHIEVE} \ (\text{ON} \ B \ C))\) is variablized under the same dictionary, yielding \((\text{ACHIEVE} \ (\text{ON} \ b \ c))\), which is given to \( \text{goal2} \). Next, \((\text{CLEARTOP} \ \text{P})\) becomes \((\text{CLEARTOP} \ b)\) and is given to \( \text{prereq} \). The resulting critic is:

\[
\begin{align*}
&\text{(WATCH-FOR} \\
&\quad \text{(ORDER} \ (\text{PURPOSE 1line} \ (\text{ACHIEVE} \ (\text{ON} \ a \ b)) \ \text{target}) \\
&\quad \ (\text{PURPOSE 2line} \ (\text{ACHIEVE} \ (\text{ON} \ b \ c)) \ \text{target})) \\
&\quad \ (\text{PREREQUISITE-CLOPERS-BROTHER-GOAL current-prog} \\
&\quad \ 1line \ 2line \ (\text{CLEARTOP} \ b)))
\end{align*}
\]

This is further compiled into an IF-ADDED:

\[
\begin{align*}
&\text{(IF-ADDED} \ (\text{PURPOSE 1line} \ (\text{ACHIEVE} \ (\text{ON} \ a \ b)) \ \text{target}) \\
&\quad \ (\text{ATD} \ (\text{CLOSURE} \\
&\quad \ (\text{IF-ADDED} \ (\text{PURPOSE 2line} \\
&\quad \quad \ (\text{ACHIEVE} \ (\text{ON} \ b \ c)) \ \text{target}) \\
&\quad \quad \quad \ (\text{RECOMMEND} \\
&\quad \quad \quad \quad \ (\text{PREREQUISITE-CLOPERS-BROTHER-GOAL} \\
&\quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \ (\text{current-prog 1line 2line} \\
&\quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \ (\text{CLEARTOP} \ b))))))))))))
\end{align*}
\]

which when translated into English from CONNIVER says: If a purpose of the form \((\text{PURPOSE 1line} \ (\text{ACHIEVE} \ (\text{ON} \ a \ b)) \ \text{target})\) is added to the data-base, then set up an IF-ADDED to lay in wait for another \((\text{PURPOSE 2line} \ (\text{ACHIEVE} \ (\text{ON} \ b \ c)) \)
target). If one of these comes up, then recommend that the code-writer patch a bug of this type in the program he is currently writing.

In Scenario section 3 a similar (ordering) bug comes up and is patched:

(Strategic-Clobbers-Brother S6 L7 L8)

For this type of bug, the critic compiler finds:

(FACT (CRITIC (Strategic-Clobbers-Brother
   prog line1 line2)
   (Watch-For (Order (Purpose 1line goal1 target)
      (Purpose 2line goal2 target))
   (Strategic-Clobbers-Brother
    current-prog 1line 2line))
   "AUX" ((Dict ()))
   (CsetQ goal1 (Variablize (Goal line1))
    goal2 (Variablize (Goal line2))))

Now since (Goal L7)=(Try (Compact P)) and (Goal L8)=(Try (Not (Cluttered B))), the only variablization made is B→b. Hence the critic is:

(Watch-For
   (Order
      (Purpose 1line (Try (Compact b)) target)
      (Purpose 2line (Try (Not (Cluttered b))) target))
   (Strategic-Clobbers-Brother current-prog 1line 2line))
which further compiles, as in the previous critic, into a nest of IF-ADFDs.

In Scenario section 4, we encounter a new type of interaction bug. Two objects, A and B, were being placed on C when HACKER discovered that a fight over space was developing:

```
(PREQUISITE-CONFLICT-PROHIBITORS AND 11

((PLACE-FOR A C) L12)

((PLACE-FOR B C) L13))
```

In bugs of this general type there is no reason to expect that there are only two conflicting lines, but there must be at least two for there to be a conflict at all! In this kind of bug, all of the conflicting lines are trying to do the "same" thing. What is it? They are all trying to put something on one object. Thus to write this critic we need a way of determining, given several expressions such as (ACHIEVE (ON A C)) and (ACHIEVE (ON B C)), what they have in common, and a way of expressing the result. There is a simple-minded function (described in X, Generalization and Subroutinization) which attempts to COMBINE a list of expressions by writing one of which they are all an example. If it is given ((PLACE-FOR A C) (PLACE-FOR B C)) it will return (PLACE-FOR {A B} C). So, armed with this COMBINE function, we see that the critic compiler has a very complex
fact for compiling critics for this type of bug:

\[
(\text{FACT (CRITIC (PREREQUISITE-CONFLICT-BROTHERS prog \, con)} \\
...))
\]

the details of which are hairy and unimportant. In any case, it makes a list of lists of the purpose comments of the complaining lines and their fighting prerequisites:

\[
(((\text{PURPOSE L12 (ACHIEVE (ON A C)) AND11) (PLACE-FOR A C)}) \\
((\text{PURPOSE L13 (ACHIEVE (ON P C)) AND11) (PLACE-FOR P C)})))
\]

This is then COMBINED and variablized, giving:

\[
((\text{PURPOSE \{line1 line2\} (ACHIEVE (ON \{a b\} c)) target)} \\
(\text{PLACE-FOR: \{a b\} c}))
\]

(The bug type is used for knowing that the line labels and target label could be variablized.) This is then used to construct the critic:

\[
(\text{WATCH-FOR (GIVEN (c t) }} \\
(\text{MORE-THAN-ONE (a line)} \\
(\text{PURPOSE line (ACHIEVE (ON a c)) t]))) \\
(\text{PREREQUISITE-CONFLICT-BROTHERS current-prog } \\
. (\text{EXPAND (line (PLACE-FOR a c))})))
\]

This further compiles into an IF-ADDED, which catches every line inserted into a program with purpose (PURPOSE line (ACHIEVE (ON a c)) t). This IF-ADDED keeps a table, containing for every unique such pair, (c t), a set of the
associated pairs, (a line). If that set ever gets bigger than one element long, he mails advice to the code-writer saying, "Patch for a bug of type PRFREQUISITE-CONFLICT-BROTHERS. The lines and their prerequisites which conflict are in my table as follows: ..."
XII. Details of Program Construction

A program is a method for solving a problem. A line in a program is a step in the solution. Thus, every program has associated with it a goal — the problem of which it is a solution. Every line has associated with it its purposes — the parts it plays in the overall problem solution. A line in a program is a main step if by its execution the overall goal is approached. For example, code whose goal is to achieve a conjunction of subgoals may have a step for each conjunct which makes it true. Each of these is a main step. In MAKE-ON, M01 is the main step because the goal of MAKE-ON, its overall purpose, is (MAKE (ON a b)) and M01 is the actual call to PUTON so before M01, (ON a b) is false, and after M01 returns (ON a b) is true.

Besides the main steps, programs often have auxiliary steps. These are steps which do not directly contribute to the problem solution but rather are written to make the main steps work. An auxiliary step may be inserted to set up for a main step, as in prerequisite insertion, or to serve as a mediator of conflicts between main steps, as in an interface or a double prerequisite. Thus L1 and L5 are auxiliary steps, prerequisite to M01 in MAKE-ON. Certainly, in complex instances, a prerequisite may have further prerequisites and two prerequisites for the same step may conflict, requiring further interpolation of auxiliary
steps. In human programming, most steps are auxiliary.

When a problem (or a subproblem) is attacked, HACKER first looks in the Answer Library for a method whose pattern of applicability matches the problem. If none is found, the code-writer (program proposer) is called. The code-writer first looks around for a chunk of code which might work if subroutinized (and perhaps variablized — see X, Generalization and Subroutinization for details). If none is found, it is necessary to construct some code. The code-writer advertises for a method to write code for the goal. For example, if the goal were:

\[(\text{ACHIEVE (NOT (EXISTS (y) (ON y x)))})\]

the code-writer advertises for the answer by invoking methods whose applicability patterns match:

\[(\text{CODE (ACHIEVE (NOT (EXISTS (y) (ON y x))) code})\]

expecting an answer in the form of an assignment of the variable "code" to a program chunk which will perform the desired goal. In this case, a method is found:

\[(\text{FACT (CODE (ACHIEVE (NOT (EXISTS vars exp))) (UNTIL vars (CANNOT (ASSIGN vars exp)) (MAKE (NOT exp))))})\]
Thus code is assigned, by simple pattern substitution, the value:

\[
\text{(UNTIL } (y) \ (\text{CANNOT} \ (\text{ASSIGN} \ (y) \ (\text{ON} \ y \ x))) \\
\ \ \ \ \ \ \ (\text{MAKE} \ (\text{NOT} \ (\text{ON} \ y \ x))))
\]

The code-writer then compiles a one-line program with this as the main step, generating new symbols for the program label and line label:

\[
\text{(HPROG} \ E69 \\
\ \ (\text{LINE} \ L70 \ (\text{UNTIL} \ (y) \ (\text{CANNOT} \ (\text{ASSIGN} \ (y) \ (\text{ON} \ y \ x))) \\
\ \ \ \ \ \ \ (\text{MAKE} \ (\text{NOT} \ (\text{ON} \ y \ x))))))
\]

(where E69 and L70 are the newly generated symbols; the number is incremented by 1 for each new symbol.)

The overall goal and purpose of the line are indicated by comments inserted into the data-base:

\[
\text{(GOAL} \ E69 \ (\text{ACHIEVE} \ (\text{NOT} \ (\text{EXISTS} \ (y) \ (\text{ON} \ y \ x)))))) \\
\text{(PURPOSE} \ L70 \ (\text{ACHIEVE} \ (\text{NOT} \ (\text{EXISTS} \ (y) \ (\text{ON} \ y \ x)))))) \text{ E69)
}\]

These ACHIEVEs have to be copies of the original expression which came to the code-writer, because the original expression is destroyed by displacement with the code just written. In that way, the program which contained the original expression
(ACHIEVE (NOT (EXISTS (y) (ON y z))))

is modified to point at the new code. The code-writer has, by now, added the comments to the data-base, and since no criticism is made in this case, the displacement is performed and the code-writer returns to his caller, who then reruns the expression, now modified, which caused the writing of code.

Conjunctive goals, such as (MAKE (AND (ON A B) (ON B C))) do not produce just one main step: How does this work? When the code-writer advertises for:

(CODE (MAKE (AND (ON A B) (ON B C))) code)

he invokes a general program for AND stuff:

(FACT (CODEF (function (AND . 1)) program) (CSETQ program (CONJUNCTION function 1)))

This program is rather hairy. It knows about all functions (TEST, MAKE, ACHIEVE) of conjunctions of any number of conjuncts (the list is in l). The AND trick takes on the responsibility of code-writing. It constructs the "linear" theory program for the conjunctive expression. It produces one main step per conjunct, whose purpose is to achieve that conjunct, and returns them, with an HPROC and program label it generated, to the code-writer through the variable
"code". Thus the trick for AND actually generates, in the case \( \text{MAKE (AND (ON A P) (ON B C)))} \) (in problem 2.1),

\[
\text{(HPROG AND2}
\begin{align*}
\text{ (LINE L"} & \text{ (ACHIEVE (ON A B)))} \\
\text{ (LINE L"} & \text{ (ACHIEVE (ON B C)))})
\end{align*}
\]

which it passes back to the code-writer. The code-writer always checks if the first element of the stuff returned to it is HPROG. If so, it knows that the method generated the program and line labels, and wrote and added the comments. Hence all the code-writer need do is examine his mailbox for criticisms generated by the AND trick, and act on them if there are any, and if not, just displace the calling pattern with the given code and return to the caller. So we see that conjunctive goals lead to programs with multiple main steps.

Now what about criticism? When problem 2.2, \( \text{MAKE (AND (ON A B) (ON C D) (ON B C)))} \), is run, the experience of debugging 2.1 has left around a critic (See XI, Critic Compilation):

\[
\text{(WATCH-FOR (ORDER (PURPOSE.1line (ACHIEVE (ON a b)) t) (PURPOSE 2line (ACHIEVE (ON b c)) t)) (PREREQUISITE-CLOBBERS-BROTHER-COAL current-prog 1line 2line (CLEARTOP b)))}
\]

The trick for AND compiles, in its stupid way:

\[
\text{(HPROG AND71}
\begin{align*}
\text{ (LINE L72 (ACHIEVE (ON A B)))} \\
\text{ (LINE L73 (ACHIEVE (ON C D)))}
\end{align*}
\]
(LINE L74 (ACHIEVE (ON P C)))

After compiling this, it starts reading it:

(GOAL AND71 (MAKE (AND (ON A B) (ON C D) (ON B C))))

(PURPOSE L72 (ACHIEVE (ON A B)) AND71)

The critic perks up his ears (1line=L72, a=A, b=B, t=AND71) and sets a trap for things of the form:

(PURPOSE 2line (ACHIEVE (ON B c)) AND71).

The reader continues reading:

(PURPOSE L73 (ACHIEVE (ON C D)) AND71)

Another trap is set, this time for

(PURPOSE 2line (ACHIEVE (ON D c)) AND71)

The reader continues:

(PURPOSE L74 (ACHIEVE (ON P C)) AND71)

The first trap snaps with 2line=L74 and c=C. The advice is mailed:

(PATCH (PREREQUISITE-CLOBBERS-BROTHER-GOAL AND71 L72 L74 (CLEARTOP B)))
Also, another trap is set for
(PURPOSE 2line (ACHIEVE (ON C c)) AND71). The AND trick now returns to the code-writer, who is chagrined to find the warning in his mailbox. He executes it; but it turns itself into:

(BEFORE L74 L72)

via:

(FACT (PATCH (PREREQUISITE-CLOPPERS-BROTHER-GOAL
  prog line1 line2 prereq)
  (BEFORE line2 line1)))

The BEFORE adds itself to the data-base and sets a flag in the code-writer to sort the program. The program is re-sorted, yielding:

(HPROG AND71
  (LINE L74 (ACHIEVE (ON E C)))
  (LINE L72 (ACHIEVE (ON A B)))
  (LINE L73 (ACHIEVE (ON C D))))

This is still not quite right, but the old traps are deactivated, and the program is re-aired. In this iteration L73 is moved up before L74, fixing the bug, and only now is the code released to be run, correctly the first time! Initially, there is only one criterion built into the system which causes programs to be ordered: Prerequisites must
come before the lines which are the targets of their purposes. To enforce this, every program is sorted at least once before it is released.
XIII. The Protection Mechanism

Essential to the ability to debug programs is the ability to know when a program is misbehaving. As in programming systems used by people, bugs in HACKER's programs may manifest themselves by a primitive complaining about the task it is asked to perform, as in UNSATISFIED-PREREQUISITE type bugs. A program may fail to do its job without arousing any primitive. The primitives may be asked to perform legal manipulations, but the overall result may be incorrect. This may be the case if either some piece of code fails to do its job or a nasty interaction undoes the work done by previously executed code. The protection mechanism is the method by which HACKER is made aware of these more subtle diseases.

Human programmers, who are not provided with anything more closely resembling the protection mechanism than the address stop switch on the computer console (or the MAR interrupt of ITS [Note 17]), often write special debugging aids into their programs. These usually amount to scattered tests for impossible (inconsistent with the assumed state) situations. Carl Hewitt has proposed a uniform method, called Intentions, of including such tests in a higher-level language (see [Note 9], PLANNER). He has also proposed that an extension of address stop, the Monitors, be included in higher-level languages. Periodic tests, or Intentions, are
useful in verifying that a program is working correctly. If, however, a program fails, and this is noticed by the failure of some test which was expected to succeed, we still have not found out why it failed. If the test was true at some previous time, then we know that it was made untrue by some code executed between that time and the present. Monitors, on the other hand, tell us, if we know that a bug is being caused by the incorrect contents of some data structure, the modifications to that data structure as they occur. Such data is extremely valuable to the programmer.

HACKER's protection mechanism is a combination of the ideas of Intentions and Monitors under the unifying concept of "the chronological scope" of a goal. This is directly related to HACKER's belief that each step of a program has a (at least one) purpose. That purpose may be either to contribute to the overall purpose of the program, or to provide some part of the correct conditions for later steps. Thus, the purposes of a step in a program are not just its Intentions, the goals which can be assumed to be true after the step is run, but also the target users of each of the goals achieved. Hence a program is operating correctly, in that it accurately reflects the intent of the programmer, only when each step achieves those goals that the programmer intended it to, and each of those goals remains true at least until the steps which depend upon its being true are run (or the end of the program block if this step is a
contributor to the purpose of the program).

The protection mechanism in HACKER programs is armed by the PURPOSE comments associated with each line of code written by HACKER. Thus, in the program MAKE-ON:

\[
\begin{align*}
(TC (MAKE (ON a b))) \\
(HPROG MAKE-ON \\
(LINE L1 \ldots) \\
(LINE L5 \ldots) \\
(LINE MO1 (PUTON a b))))
\end{align*}
\]

the comments are:

\[
\begin{align*}
(PURPOSE L1 (ACHIEVE (CLEARTOP a)) MO1) \\
(PURPOSE L5 (ACHIEVE (PLACE-FOR a b)) MO1) \\
(PURPOSE MO1 (MAKE (ON a b)) MAKE-ON)
\end{align*}
\]

The second position in a PURPOSE is the "source" line. When executed, the source must perform the service indicated by the third position for the "target", the fourth position. Since the effect of (ACHIEVE (CLEARTOP a)) is to make (CLEARTOP a) true, we say that (CLEARTOP a) is protected over the scope L1 to MO1. Similarly, (ON a b) is protected over the scope MO1 to (the end of) MAKE-ON. In this case, since MO1 is last in MAKE-ON, no trouble can happen. If an expression is protected over some scope, then if we are running in CAREFUL mode, it is checked for truth at the beginning of the scope (an error will result if it isn't
true) and during the scope an error will result if anything happens to make the expression untrue.

How is this implemented? At the entry to every HPROG a CONNIVER context (see [Note 14]) is pushed and rebound. Thus a HACKER program has a data-base structure which reflects the dynamic structure of the program. This is in addition to the chronological structure mentioned in Chapter IX, Types of Bugs. After a line, say L1, is run, its purpose comments are retrieved and activated by adding to the dynamic (not chronological!) context:

\[(ACTIVE \ L1 \ (ACHIEVE \ (CLEARTOP \ A))) \ NO1\]

where A (say) is the value of a. This invokes the protection mechanism by means of IF-ADDED methods:

\[(IF-ADDED \ (ACTIVE \ line \ (ACHIEVE \ exp) \ target) \n... )\]

or

\[(IF-ADDED \ (ACTIVE \ line \ (MAKE \ exp) \ target) \n... )\]

These test the truth of exp, and if it passes the test, exp is protected by adding (to the current context frame):

\[(PROTECT \ exp) \ e.g. \ (PROTECT \ (CLEARTOP \ A))\]
Later, when M01 is about to be run, all items (in the current context frame) of the form:

\[(\text{ACTIVE} \ \text{lire} \ \text{goal} \ \text{M01})\]

are removed from the current context frame because they have served their purpose. IF-REMOVEDs are used to clean up and remove the protections which were inserted as a consequence of the particular active comment. As the dynamic protection context is popped when the HPROG returns, the protection of (ON A B) generated by activating the comment on M01 disappears.

Whenever a change is made to the world model (the chronological context) a test is made to see if any protection has been violated. All currently protected expressions are fetched from the dynamic context and tested in the world model. An error results if one is found to be untrue. Thus HACKFR runs very slowly in CAREFUL mode.

PROTECTED? is implemented as follows: A hypothetical world model is created with the changes indicated by the argument to PROTECTED? made. This requires IF-ADDFDs and IF-REMOVEDs to produce a consistent result. The protected expressions are then checked out in the hypothetical world and if none have been violated, PROTECTED? returns TRUE.
XIV. Anomalous Situations

As we have seen in chapter IX, Types of Bugs, I have worked out in detail the underlying causes of only a few types of bugs. Unfortunately, it turns out that this classification is not sufficient for even all of the bugs encountered in Blocks World problems. Bugs may become manifest to the error system for which none of the known classifications is appropriate.

One approach to solving this problem is to attempt to extend the number of bug types for which classifications, patches, and perhaps generalizations are known. We can hope that by diligent effort we can eventually classify all bugs that can come up, and understand them sufficiently to know what kinds of patches to prescribe for each type. I feel that this approach is very promising, however large the task may seem now. We in Artificial Intelligence have often been pleasantly surprised at the remarkably small "size of infinity" — that is, the manageably small number of features required to classify what initially seems to be a horrible problem.

Another approach is to attempt to create a more general theory of debugging — one in which the properties of bugs are derived from more general principles, and from which all bug types can be derived. I am more skeptical of this approach. I expect that it will become profitable only
after we see a more exhaustive survey of bugs in at least a few distinct domains.

In any case, until we have a complete functional taxonomy of bugs, it is necessary that problem solvers, like HACKER, be provided with ways of dealing with these anomalous situations — that is, error situations for which no general classification fits. Even if the problem solver is at a loss to debug and patch (hence learn about) this kind of problem, he must be able to muddle through, however inefficiently, and provide the user with a solution. In this chapter we will examine how HACKER attempts to lose gracefully in some situations which to him are anomalous.

Sometimes, one way to make a problem go away, if it isn't so critical that it has to be fixed immediately, is to ignore it. In the case of DOUBLE-MOVE manifestations, which are really warnings rather than clear errors, if the situation is not a clear-cut case of a known bug, the error system just notes the state of the performance program for use in debugging if a serious bug appears later, and returns control to the interrupted performance program. In Scenario section 5 (chapter VIII) several such false alarms are dismissed. The error system, to be sure that nothing is missed, is really rather twitchy in CAREFUL mode, and things may seem to be in a bad way even if they are proceeding smoothly.

If the manifestation is more serious, and real mischief
is afoot, HACKER cannot just run away from the problem. Suppose, for example, that HACKER has already learned the lessons of Scenario section 2, that structures are to be built from the bottom up, and he is presented with the problem (first noticed by Allen Brown):

\[
\begin{array}{c}
| C \\
| A \\
| B \\
\end{array}
\]

\textbf{Table}

Statement: \((\text{MAKE} \ (\text{AND} \ (\text{ON} \ A \ B) \ (\text{ON} \ B \ C)))\)

Certainly it is true that in any problem of this form, B must be placed on C before A is placed on B because B cannot be moved with A on it. Hence HACKER compiles the program:

\[
(\text{HPROG AND40} \\
(\text{LINE L41 (ACHIEVE (ON B C))}) \\
(\text{LINE L42 (ACHIEVE (ON A B))})
\]

But notice the problem: If B is placed on C first, then when A is to be moved (to put on B), A must be CLEARTOP requiring the removal of C and thus the removal of B. A very nasty PROTECTION-VIOLATION. It's a terrible pity, but as we see in 2.1, A cannot be put on B first. What does HACKER do?
First, the error system attempts to classify the manifestation into one of the known underlying causes. I shall first show why this does not fit any of the known groups. A process model is prepared (see Figure 12) as usual. The classifier looks at this model and asks (question 3 in chapter IX, Types of Bugs):

Is the protection violator a prerequisite calculation for a step whose purpose is to satisfy a brother goal to the one violated?

The answer is NO: The protection violator, (PUTON B TABLE), is in fact a prerequisite calculation, (CLEARTOP C), for a step, (PUTON C TABLE). But the purpose of this step, (MAKE (ON C TAPLE)), is not a brother of (ACHIFVE (ON F C)), the goal being violated. In fact, (MAKE (ON C TABLE)) is part of a prerequisite calculation, (CLEARTOP A), for a brother goal.

We are also clearly not in a strategy conflict like problem 3.5. In fact, this protection violation is not classified. HACKER has no plan for solving the problem better than the one being executed. He has no choice but to allow the protection to be violated, with the promise that the violation will only be temporary — that the goal whose scope is being violated will be restored as soon as possible. Thus HACKER remembers the goal whose scope is being violated, by adding it to a special list called
DEFERRED, and then allows the program to continue. When DEFERRED is non-empty, HACKER runs in a special mode which is even slower than CAREFUL mode. He wants very badly to make DEFERRED empty, so at every opportunity, say finishing execution of a line of code, HACKER checks to see if any of the deferred subgoals can now be achieved — that is, if there is any deferred subgoal which no longer needs to be deferred (is not protected against — see chapter XIII, The Protection Mechanism).

In the example we were following, (ACHIEVE (ON B C)) becomes a deferred subgoal, and HACKER allows the (PUTON B TABLE) to proceed to clobber (ON P C). (ACHIEVE (ON B C)) must be deferred until the scope of (CLEARSTOP C) is terminated. But (CLEARSTOP C) is protected until (ON C TABLE) is achieved. At this point, it becomes OK to (ACHIEVE (ON B C)) so HACKER interrupts the running program to replace B on C (C is now on the table). The program is now resumed. It has succeeded in achieving (CLEARSTOP A), so A can be placed on B as expected. A is placed on B, solving our problem.

Perhaps there is more to this process than meets the eye? Currently, while in deferred mode, double moves are ignored. There are indications that much can be learned by studying the double-move structure of a problem-solving process in deferred mode. Drew McDermott has suggested that a bug-type abstraction process might result from such a
study. In any case, this technique of deferring violated subgoals is very general. Computer programs written by people are often forced to save the contents of an active register to be restored later because some computation to be done between the save and restore may clobber that register. In the Blocks World it saves the day in many other situations. For example, consider problem 3.6, with the added constraint: (PROTECT (ON D C)). In this case, we cannot make room for A on F without pushing C. This, however, requires that D be removed from C. It is necessary to replace D before the problem is completed. The protection violation causes deferment of (ON D C) which is re-established as soon as C is pushed. This is actually a rather elegant solution.
This chapter was reserved for the end because the technique illustrated herein is not in the mainstream of HACKER development and no effort was made to push it to its logical conclusions. I believe that the formal object technique is potentially a powerful one in the "bag of tricks" of the problem-solver writer. Its present incarnation, however, is rather immature and needs further development.

I promised to explain how HACKER knew, in the expansion of CLEARTOP in Scenario section 1, when confronted with the problem (MAKE (EXISTS (z) (AND (NOT (= z a)) (CN y z))))) to CHOOSE z from the set of SURFACEs. The truth is, I lied; HACKER did not, at the indicated point, know how to CHOOSE z. What did he do?

One thing that can be done, which is what HACKER does, is to apply the "wishful thinking" technique. The trick is to assume that the choice can and has been made, and then proceed in the hope that we’ll find out soon enough. Specifically, the FACT used in writing code for (MAKE (EXISTS (z) goal)) really expands into:

(CHOOSE (z) ((UNKNOWN z))  
 (TEST (POSSIBLE goal))  
 (MAKE goal))
UNKNOWN is a very special selector which assigns to z a new symbol (uniquely generated and having no properties except that it is formally unknown) whose purpose is to collect information and assumptions made about the expected contents of z while the code using z is run. Associated with the formal object is the process which created it — the state of the interpreter at the time it was chosen. Thus, when sufficient information is acquired to clarify the situation and determine the choice, or a choice is forced, HACKER can find his way back to the place where the patch is to be made.

Let us assume that z is assigned the formal unknown F. The program then continues into the test which expands and runs as described in chapter IV. Certainly F is not equal to B (the value of a), and no information is picked up here. Then (NOT (PROTECTED? (NOT (ON A F))))) is evaluated (A is the value of y). The Protection Mechanism finds no reason to fear (ON A F) and here we pick up nothing either. (A more clever mechanism would note that F is something which A can be ON.) Thus F seems to pass the choice test, and we go to (MAKE (ON y z)) where y=A and z=F. A recursive call is made to MAKE-ON. Inside MAKE-ON a=A and b=F. The recently inserted (and currently under modification) line L1 cannot assign y such that (ON y A); A has a clear top, so execution proceeds to MO1 which tries to (PUTON A F). Now PUTON is a primitive operator and, by convention, HACKER primitives
must declare, upon entry, the type of each argument. PUTON declares: (OBJECT A) and (SURFACE F). These declarations are just added to the data-base when HACKER is in CAREFUL mode. Now PUTON actually attempts to go through the action of putting A on F. That requires PUTON to figure out where on F A should be placed. But F is discovered not to have a size or shape. PUTON becomes unhappy at this point and calls the error system with the message:

(BUG FUNNY-THING F)

This indicates that the complainer, PUTON, is unhappy with F because it was lacking a property that PUTON expects on F's property list. The error system now investigates the origin of F and determines that F is a formal unknown. Since the error system also has access to the creator of F, the CHOOSE, it passes control back to the creator, giving him a pointer to the complainer. The creator, CHOOSE, looks into the data-base of the complainer and sees that PUTON expected (SURFACE F). Since PUTON cannot proceed with F unknown, this complaint cannot be ignored, and SURFACE is taken to be the UNKNOWN selector. CHOOSE then determines that y was the variable which was assigned F so the selection argument is forced to be (SURFACE y). It is so clobbered. Then CHOOSE restarts itself, this time selecting a real surface, TABLE, for y, and hence successfully terminating.
XVI. Conclusions

By now you are probably convinced that HACKER can solve toy problems in the Blocks World, and even that his performance improves with practice in that domain. So what?!

A. The Basic Concepts Behind HACKER

I feel that HACKER elucidates the nature of several Powerful Ideas, ideas which are basic to effective problem solving. I certainly do not claim that these ideas are exhaustive, or even sufficient for the Blocks World. Others with different points of view may find a different set of Powerful Ideas in HACKER or see some that I have overlooked. I do feel, however, that we would be hard pressed to find an area of significant intellectual attainment in which these ideas lack power.

1. The Bug

We usually consider a bug at best an annoyance. We rarely think of one as illustrating an important point (except as a counterexample), and we almost never think of "BUG" as a powerful idea. This is rather surprising, as a large portion of a computer scientist's time is spent
debugging. It is even more surprising when we realize that at least several professions (outside the computer field) are largely concerned with debugging. We have physicians for debugging our bodies, auto mechanics for our cars, and psychiatrists for our emotions. Contrary to popular belief about mathematicians, scientists, and engineers, complete formal theories do not usually arise fully formed and well understood. They are usually arrived at by a painful process of successive approximation and refinement. Perhaps the difficulty is cultural. We are taught in school that mistakes are abhorrent and that only success should be studied. Even as professionals, we rarely see papers published about negative results. Problem solving programs have so far reflected this prejudice of their authors [Note 18]. They are thought of as mechanisms to search some "space of solutions" for solutions to problems. Much thought has been given to "efficiently" searching this space. Modern work on knowledge based systems is usually aimed at providing special purpose problem solvers with special purpose knowledge designed to guide the problem solver so that only the most plausible paths are investigated. Very little thought has gone into directing what happens when the problem solver finds itself at a dead end; usually an automatic depth-first search mechanism is provided for such contingencies with the hope that the positive guidance will be sufficiently strong to prevent
combinatorial explosion.

HACKER, however, considers wrong choices to be just as interesting as correct choices. The philosophy here is that rather than ignoring a bug in the search for a correct answer, understanding it is the source of power over it. It is often the case that the "basic idea" of a proposed solution will work if we can only isolate the problem and patch it.

Bugs are so important that it is useful to classify them and give the classes names. In real world problem solving we often give names to important classes of bugs. In electrical engineering, for example, one class of bug is "instability". It may be manifest as "thermal runaway" or "spurious oscillation" in an amplifier. The underlying cause is "positive feedback", and there are several possible cures (patches) which may be applied: "negative feedback", or "isolation", for example. Debugging is only valuable, however, if the results of the debugging can be used to guide the future operation of the problem solver. Somehow, the results of the debugging operation must be summarized and made available to the control structure to be useful. We must somehow be able to "learn" from mistakes.

2. The Relationship between Learning and Problem Solving
In a sense, even an elementary exponential search problem solver learns during the course of solving a particular problem. It remembers (perhaps by forgetting them!) those paths which have proven unfruitful so that they will not be repeatedly explored. (Many predicate calculus type theorem provers lack even this rudimentary skill.) There have been attempts to improve the performance of problem solvers by the introduction of "memory". These efforts have ranged from rote memory of the results of all searches made (so that no specific search is duplicated) [Note 19] through tree-pruning algorithms such as alpha-beta in two person games, to some rather sophisticated attempts to generalize successful lines for use in future subproblems [Note 20]. In the last case the resulting "plans" are of only limited utility because their application is carefully limited to subproblems satisfying conditions which guarantee correct operation of the stored plans -- bugs are not allowed. In HACKER, bugs are encouraged by ruthless generalization. The resulting subroutines, however bug-ridden, are applicable to all situations even vaguely resembling the ones for which they were written. The debugging process is called into play to determine how the existing routine may be modified to fit the new situation if a bug turns up. The results of debugging are summarized and hence remembered (or learned) as the patch concocted to fix the bug. In some cases, the bug discovered is also
generalized and remembered as a critic, a daemon which prevents the construction of a program having that kind of bug.

Learning of procedures and critics of the kind of generality done by HACKER is quite amenable to cumulative procedural learning — across problem boundaries. This skill acquisition is more project-oriented than problem-oriented. An important limitation of HACKER (which I believe is shared by people) makes it necessary to carefully plan the training sequence. This is because the actual problem-solving power of the bug classifier is limited.

3. Separation of and Isolation of Bugs

Most interesting (and difficult) bugs result from unanticipated interference between steps in a proposed solution of a problem. If HACKER can recognize any one such bug (if it has a description of that kind of bug) it can be expected to be able to cope with situations where that kind of bug pops up. There is a second-order kind of interference, however, which HACKER (and most humans, I believe) cannot handle. This occurs when there is a bug manifestation which is the result of more than one underlying cause, or when the manifestation of one bug hides (or cancels) the manifestation of another. Even an individual bug manifestation can have its significance
confused by its occurring in an overly complex situation.

I am fond of an example from electronic circuit design. If we ask a student who is just learning about the appropriate way to bias a transistor so as to yield an amplifier which is thermally stable, to design and construct a tuned linear amplifier for 50 MHz operation, we should expect him to have a very tough time, even assuming that he is a whiz at linear circuit theory and thus should have no trouble with the input and output tanks. The difficulty is that at 50 MHz a whole new class of instabilities rears its ugly head. Besides the dc instability which he is currently learning to cope with, at 50 MHz the internal capacitances in the transistor become very significant, so positive feedback through that path leading to non-linear operation (at best, and most subtly), spurious oscillation, and even thermal runaway becomes an important factor. I would be exceedingly impressed with a student who could sort out the two different underlying causes of the instability (the manifestation) and come up with the appropriate patches, one in the dc bias network, and the other the introduction of a neutralization circuit.

In HACKER a similar kind of situation can occur if we try to give him a problem which has the possibility of interlocking bugs. Say, for example, that HACKER has not yet learned about the ordering of towers (section 2) or the planning for simultaneous use of space (section 4) and we
give him the problem

(MAKE (AND (ON B C) (ON A D) (ON C D)))

where A, B, and C are on the table and D is just large enough to hold A and C.

First, B is put on C, then A on D. Next C has to be put on D. But F is on C and an attempt is made to remove it, leading to a protection violation. The bug is analyzed and it is decided that the program is to be reordered so C is placed on D before B is placed on C. The program is patched and the world is restored to the beginning. The program is rerun. Now C is placed in the middle of D and B is placed on it. A cannot be placed on D because C is in the way. Perhaps C should be pushed over, but that involves removing B, another protection violation. This one is anomalous (cannot be classified as one of the currently known bug types). HACKER can muddle through, solving the problem in Anomalous mode, however the secondary bug casts grave doubt on the validity of the first patch (which was correct). This patch and its critic survive, however. Furthermore, the secondary bug, by being anomalous, masked the double-move of C, and hence the learning about planning ahead.

Thus, to make learning reasonably possible, it is important to construct a good training sequence. HACKER points at one important criterion for such a training
sequence (for people as well as HACKER) — that the bugs be isolated and separated. Perhaps this might be an important principle in curriculum design.

A good problem solver (say an intelligent human), when stymied by a difficult problem, often "fools around" with easier related problems before reattacking the hard one head-on. If asked about what he is doing, he might reply, "I am feeling out the lay of the land". I submit that he is creating related problems in the hope that solving them will isolate some of the bugs in his approach which by their confluence have impeded his progress. Creating one's own training sequences is in fact an important part of intellectual creativity.

In many hard problems, the subproblems which are generated form a sufficient training sequence. HACKER takes full advantage of that kind of fortuitous learning. In other cases, like the one just described, HACKER cannot separate out the problems. Perhaps an important next step in the development of problem solving systems would be a thorough investigation of the problem of effective exploratory behavior. One shallow suggestion, indicated by the example above, is that in the case of a conjunction of subgoals in which trouble is encountered, one should first try solving the subproblems individually, then in pairs, etc. Such a self-generated training sequence would bring out each bug separately (in the case shown) and thus be
sequence (for people as well as HACKER) — that the bugs be isolated and separated. Perhaps this might be an important principle in curriculum design.

A good problem solver (say an intelligent human), when stymied by a difficult problem, often "fools around" with easier related problems before reattacking the hard one head-on. If asked about what he is doing, he might reply, "I am feeling out the lay of the land". I submit that he is creating related problems in the hope that solving them will isolate some of the bugs in his approach which by their confluence have impeded his progress. Creating one's own training sequences is in fact an important part of intellectual creativity.

In many hard problems, the subproblems which are generated form a sufficient training sequence. HACKER takes full advantage of that kind of fortuitous learning. In other cases, like the one just described, HACKER cannot separate out the problems. Perhaps an important next step in the development of problem solving systems would be a thorough investigation of the problem of effective exploratory behavior. One shallow suggestion, indicated by the example above, is that in the case of a conjunction of subgoals in which trouble is encountered, one should first try solving the subproblems individually, then in pairs, etc. Such a self-generated training sequence would bring out each bug separately (in the case shown) and thus be
exactly what is needed to fix the confusion.

4. Planning and "Linear Theories"

As indicated previously, most interesting (and difficult) bugs result from unanticipated interference between steps in a proposed problem solution. Why is there such unanticipated interference between steps? This takes us back to the fact that we require extensibility of our problem solver. Extensibility, however, demands modularity of the representation of the knowledge from which the solutions of problems are proposed. Modularity is the restriction that an element of knowledge be self-contained, that it not be dependent upon other coexisting elements of knowledge. If it is necessary to propose a multi-step solution to a problem from such knowledge elements which do not know about each other, then the only way that the proposer can operate is to propose a solution in which the steps are assumed not to interact. Only after we have such a "linear theory plan" can we then bring to bear other knowledge to refine the plan to a working program. This other knowledge can be explicit and specific, hence efficiently applicable for avoiding bugs (critics), or general and expensive to apply (as is debugging information).

This idea of "linear approximation" turns out to be a
powerful complexity limiting device, which is as important in the history of science as it is in solving individual problems. The key is to make believe, say in the case of a conjunction problem, that the conjuncts are independent and they won't interact. This leads to a plausible plan for solving the problem, the sequential independent solution of the conjuncts, in the hope that the results are additive (superposition). Often the linear theory works and we are done. In other cases, the "linear theory" has a bug and interactions must be debugged, but the mode of failure is often indicative of the kind of interaction causing the trouble, and thus the kind of patch or elaboration of the theory needed.

The linearization approach is often used in synthetic problem solving. Going back to electronic circuit design, consider the design of a stereo high-fidelity amplifier. Such a device consists of three subdevices, an amplifier module for each channel and a power supply. The two amplifiers are identical. On first pass, the engineer will design the parts separately. He will design a high-fidelity amplifier module, and a power supply capable of supporting two of them. An engineer, being skilled, has a critic that recognizes a possible interaction bug — the amplifiers are coupled through the power supply (any realizable supply has a non-zero output impedance) leading to some loss of stereo separation. (A beginner would probably build the circuit
and then discover the bug, make a patch and compile a critic.) The situation can be improved (the channels better isolated) by lowering the impedance of the power supply. This can be achieved by the introduction of a voltage regulator circuit which actively (by negative feedback) attempts to maintain a constant output voltage of the power supply. This further necessitates increasing the overall ratings of the power supply to give the voltage regulator room to maneuver.

B. The Basic Mechanisms in HACKER

HACKER is a rather complex problem solving program built from many diverse mechanisms. In this section I will attempt to summarize the structure of HACKER and point out the most important of these mechanisms. One mechanism which deserves a name is the overall structure and flow of control as described in chapter III as well as here, the HACKER-Structure.

The overall intention is a skill-acquiring problem solver to which knowledge may be added in a modular fashion. Skill is acquired by remembering and using the answers to previously solved problems and remembering and avoiding the traps previously fallen into. In general, a solution to a problem is a sequence of actions (a program) which, when
executed, effects the solution. The sequence of actions for a particular problem depends upon the statement of the problem and the situation (context) in which the problem is posed. In order that such an answer be applicable to new problems in new situations it must be ruthlessly generalized and stored, indexed by the pattern which is a generalized statement of the problem for which it was written. The collection of such generalized answers is called the Answer Library. The scheme by which answers are generalized is detailed in Chapter X.

The hope is that a problem with a "similar" statement to one already solved will have a similar solution. Thus, when an answer from the Answer Library is applied to a new problem which matches its pattern of applicability, it should (at least almost) work. Generalizations are made, however, very ruthlessly, so subroutines are often used in situations very different from those prevailing when they were written. Bugs occur because proposed answers often take advantage of special properties of the situations for which the answers were written. These bugs may be manifest in a variety of ways. A primitive may complain that its prerequisites are unsatisfied or the protection mechanism (see Chapter XIII) may discover that a result which has been established is being clobbered before the need for that result has expired. Bugs may also be indicated by certain aesthetic principles of the problem domain being violated.
A **debugging system** is provided to make it possible to use an almost correct solution to a problem. If successful, debugging results in a patch to the solution which extends it to the current situation. The buggy program serves as a higher level "plan" for the "correct" solution which replaces it. Thus the patches "improve" the subroutines in the Answer Library by making them applicable to the more general situations for which they are advertised to work by their applicability patterns. Knowledge of successful problem solutions is summarized and remembered in usable form as subroutines and patches to them in the Answer Library.

The debugging system first attempts to classify a bug (see Chapter IX). The **bug classifier** examines the manifestation and attempts to determine the underlying cause of the bug. This is accomplished by matching a **teleological model** of the process in which the bug became manifest against a set of **prototypical bug types**. The teleological model is constructed from the process structure (stacks) and the **comments** associated with the code when it was constructed. These comments specify, for each line of code, why and how it was constructed. Every line has (at least one) **purpose**. A purpose has a **lexical scope** and a goal. It states that the purpose of the line in question is to achieve the goal specified because the line which is the target of the lexical scope needs that goal achieved. In
the process resulting from running a program, the lexical scope of a purpose becomes a **chronological scope** (the goal is needed until the target line is encountered). The protection mechanism is implemented by activating daemons which protect the goal of a purpose over its chronological scope.

If the manifest bug can be classified, and the underlying cause determined, a patch can be concocted. Often it is the case that a whole class of such bugs can be recognized before they ever become manifest. In such cases a critic is compiled (see Chapter XI), which watches as new answers are written. The critic will catch bugs of the type for which it was compiled at the time the code is constructed, and cause them to be patched before they ever run. A critic is a way of summarizing and avoiding traps previously fallen into. The group of critics which represent knowledge learned from debugging is called the **Critic's Gallery**.

New code is written whenever a problem appears for which no current answer is applicable. The code proposer draws upon two banks of facts called the **Blocks World Knowledge Library** and the **Programming Techniques Library**. Because of the intent to keep the Blocks World Knowledge Library facts independent of each other, and hence modular, interactions between steps, a common cause of bugs, are ignored by the code proposer. Thus, unless appropriate
critics are around to prevent them, the code proposer can often produce buggy code. It is the code proposer who writes the comments specifying the purpose of each line of code, however, so that the debugging system can work out any troubles. The facts used by the code proposer are stated as pattern-invoked macros and new code is written by macro-expansion.

C. Limitations of HACKER

It would be nice to be able to say that all it takes to make HACKER perform in a new domain is to replace (or preferably augment) the Blocks World Knowledge Library with a library of facts and definitions appropriate to the new domain, and to supply a few new domain-specific primitives (appropriately documented as to their purposes and prerequisites in the domain-specific knowledge library). Unfortunately, there are several major impediments in this direction:

1. The more general problem-solving knowledge found in the Programming Techniques Library, Types of Bugs, Types of Patches, and Types of Critics, is at best incomplete. HACKER knows nothing about such important general programming worlds as data structures and numerical methods, and the classes of bugs, etc. for such worlds. I believe
that this kind of knowledge could be added to HACKER's repertoire, though the process is long and arduous. This kind of knowledge, unlike the Flocks World Knowledge Library, is not very modular. For each new kind of programming structure there is a set of bug types to be classified, and their associated generalized patches and critics to be worked out. I am sure, for example, that the Bug Classifier has inadequate problem solving power for any real extension, and that many different bug types would have to be examined carefully before we would begin to understand the real requirements. As it is now, understanding and formalizing one new bug type is an enormous effort.

2. It is not yet clear just how hard it is to formalize the domain-specific knowledge necessary to write the analogue of a Flocks World Knowledge Library for another domain. I feel sure that it must be easier than writing an expert program for that domain because the facts required for such a library are more modular. Indeed, the expert needs to know (in its implicit, distributed way) all of the "facts" which make up such a library. In addition, the expert must have, embodied in its structure, the important interactions between the facts, again distributed as necessary. What would appear as one "fact" in a knowledge library would appear in many places in an expert program. In an expert, specifications of the interactions themselves,
like how to resolve spatial conflicts (see Chapter VII) would never appear explicitly, as in HACKER, but would be implicitly used in any place where such a conflict could arise.

In summary, I believe that this limitation is more a matter of conjecture than reality.

3. A more fundamental problem than either of the preceding two is that HACKER lacks an important kind of overview capability. I, as a programmer, usually find myself doing the kind of thing which HACKER seems to be good at. I extend a program by an evolutionary process, "debugging" it to work in new situations for which it was not originally intended, adding new features, and including new ideas. Sometimes, however, I find myself doing what seems to be qualitatively different. I look at the program and say to myself, "This is getting to be an ugly kludge and it is time to rewrite it." I then proceed to understand the program as written as thoroughly as possible and then reorganize the whole structure into a new and more pleasant form. I am being deliberately vague on this issue because I don't understand it, but I feel that HACKER just doesn't have anything like that ability.
D. Directions for Future Research

All through this document I have tried to point out where HACKER was inadequate and how he might be improved. In particular, people should:

1. Extend HACKER-like problem solving techniques to other worlds.
2. Study more different classes of bugs.
3. Develop a language for description of bug types based on whatever is needed in the way of problem-solving power in the bug classification stuff.

A world which is considerably more rich than the Blocks World but which seems exceptionally accessible at this time is the world of electronic circuit design. I think that it is not inconceivable that a program could be written using HACKER-like techniques which would learn to design transistor amplifiers on a training sequence composed of problem sets from the electrical engineering core curriculum.

I also hope that this research will stimulate interest in those problems which I haven't begun to attack but have only alluded to:
1. The problem of purposeful exploratory behavior.

2. The problem of seemingly global overview and reorganization.
1. From "Webster's Seventh New Collegiate Dictionary", G.&C. Merriam Co. (1965)

2. Various versions of HACKER have been implemented, no one of which has all of the features described in this document. No difficulty is foreseen in a complete implementation, however, and one is expected.

3. The Blocks World has been intensively investigated by people interested in problem solving because of its apparent simplicity and interesting structure. Terry Winograd <Winograd 1971> used it as the subject of his semantic model in his natural language understanding system. Recently, Scott Fahlman <Fahlman 1973> has constructed a problem solver which shows remarkable expertise in the Blocks World. Carl Hewitt <Hewitt 1972> has used the Blocks World for several examples of Procedural Abstraction by protocol analysis.

4. For one man's opinion about "Automatic Programming" and related issues, look at Balzer's <Balzer 1972> report. Besides trying to understand all of the issues involved, Balzer provides an extensive bibliography, a summary of
each approach, and a list of people involved in the field.

5. This approach is typified by the work of Waldinger and Manna <Manna 1971> who use a resolution theorem prover to compute the program which performs a completely specified input-output transformation. The difficulties of describing the IO properties of a complex program are thus compounded by the lack of expressivity of predicate calculus and the general lack of directedness of theorem provers.

6. In <Winston 1970> Patrick Winston describes a system for learning structural descriptions of Blocks World scenes by abstraction from a carefully chosen training sequence. These descriptions are suitable for recognition by model-matching. In his work Winston makes use of the idea of a "near-miss", an example which differs from the concept being learned in only one essential way. This is closely related to the idea of a simple bug in programming. That is, a bug which is due to only one underlying cause. Indeed, both HACKER and people find more complex bugs difficult if not impossible to debug.
7. **CONNIVER** <McDermott 1972>, a descendent of **PLANNER** <Hewitt 1972> used for the implementation of **HACKER**, supports a pattern-directed data base with pattern-directed procedure invocation.

8. Pattern matching is a well known "bag of worms" in computer science. Numerous languages have been devised to formalize the ideas involved, including **SNOBOL** <Farber 1964> and **CONVERT** <Guzman 1966>. Recently, the introduction of pattern-directed data retrieval and especially pattern-directed procedure invocation by **PLANNER** <Hewitt 1972> and its descendents **MICRO–PLANNER** <Sussman 1970>, **CONNIVER** <McDermott 1972>, and **QA4** <Rulifson 1971,1972> have further complicated the issues and the associated syntax.

9. **PLANNER** <Hewitt 1972> is Carl Hewitt's language for problem solving. It has raised many important issues and the resulting controversies have caused it to spawn a slew of descendents. **CONNIVER** <McDermott 1972> is a descendent of **PLANNER** which is the result of arguments against the Automatic Backtrack Control Structure espoused by **PLANNER**. The arguments are documented in <Sussman 1972>. **HACKER** and the code he manipulates are written in **CONNIVER**.
10. IF-ADDED methods are the CONNIVER <McDermott 1972> equivalent of PLANNER <Hewitt 1972> Antecedent Theorems. They monitor all items (assertions) added to the pattern-directed data-base. If an item is added which matches the invocation pattern of some IF-ADDED method, the process is interrupted and the body of the method is executed. Such data-base monitors are useful for maintaining the consistency of the data-base by making related changes or watching out for specific problems when something is added.

11. CONNIVER <McDermott 1972> has a generalized control structure featuring a list-structure control stack built from objects called control frames. The user can (and is encouraged to) access, retain and manipulate the control structure. He can evaluate expressions with respect to a selected control environment, or he can continue, go to, or exit from such an environment. Thus the user can easily construct such control mechanisms as multiprocessing, time-sharing (with interrupts), and backtracking. Bobrow and Wegbreit <Bobrow 1972> have proposed an efficient means of implementing such stack retention schemes.
12. The FINDSPACE Problem is a perceptual problem encountered by Blocks World problem solvers. The problem is how to determine if there is space on a surface for an object, and if so, where. Though at one level it is an elementary analytic geometry problem, it quickly involves such difficult questions as how to describe space and constraints on space so that they can be manipulated on a symbolic level. The name "the FINDSPACE problem" originates in Terry Winograd's system <Winograd 1971> as the name of his function which performs the required geometric manipulations. Scott Fahlman has given thought to this problem - see <Fahlman 1973>. Gregory Pfister has an excellent algorithm for the numerical processing involved (personal communication).

13. MIT-AI LISP <White 1970> is a powerful version of LISP <McCarthy 1965> developed at the MIT Artificial Intelligence Laboratory. It is noted for its extremely efficient implementation, often at the expense of its error handling system.

14. CONNIVER <McDermott 1972> supports a data-base mechanism in which the user may construct a tree of world-models in which each node corresponds to an incremental change from the model of its parent node. This structure is
useful for doing hypothetical reasoning and modeling time. Drew V. McDermott <McDermott 1973> has made extensive use of this mechanism in his plausible inference system.

15. This operation, COMBINE, was originally described by Reynolds <Reynolds 1970> and Plotkin <Plotkin 1970>. The set of patterns are partially ordered by substitution instance. The resulting lattice has the standard operations meet and join defined on it. Meet corresponds to the "most general common instance" — the UNIFY operation of resolution theorem proving. The join operation is the "most specific common generalization" — the COMBINE operation used by the HACKER generalizer.

16. LOGO Turtle Geometry is an exciting new approach to teaching of mathematical concepts to children (see <Papert 1972a,b>). In this approach, the children are taught to program a computer to control a small robot (called a "Turtle") which can draw patterns by dragging a pen. Ira Goldstein has been designing a system which will debug elementary LOGO Turtle Programs. See <Goldstein 1973> for more details.
17. ITS is the time-sharing system for a Digital Equipment Corp. PDP-10 which was designed for use by the MIT-AI laboratory. It includes various powerful features which are described in <Eastlake 1972>. One of these features, the MAR interrupt, is essentially the time-shared equivalent of the machine's address stop switch. A user may, if he so desires, receive an interrupt on read, write, or execute of any selected memory register.

18. Fahlman's <Fahlman 1973> program [Note 3] does not share this prejudice. Part of the expertise of his program is knowing what to do when something goes wrong.

19. In Greenblatt's Chess Program <Greenblatt 1967>, every board position investigated (in a given game) is remembered in a hash-table and associated with its backed-up score. Thus, a position need only be searched out once in any particular game. Samuel's Checkers Program <Samuel 1959> actually improved significantly over time by using this kind of rote learning technique from game to game. Samuel's program also attempted to do some "generalization learning" in which modifications are made to the board evaluation polynomial. Two such methods were tried. In one, the coefficients of the polynomial are changed, and in another, various terms in the polynomial were
replaced.

20. The STRIPS problem solver <Fikes, 1972> has an experimental system for assimilating and using generalized (variabilized) robot plans produced during its normal problem-solving activity.
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